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Abstract—During the summer (2000), wholesale electricity

Q1

5
prices in California were approximately 500% higher than those6
during the same months in 1998–1999. The price hike was unex-7
pected by many policy makers and individuals who were involved8
in the electric utility industry. They have been long wondering9
whether the electricity deregulation policy (1996) produced bene-10
fits of competition promised to consumers. This study proposes a11
use of a multiagent intelligent simulator (MAIS) to numerically ex-12
amine several reasons regarding why the crisis has occurred during13
May 2000 to January 2001. The MAIS explains the price fluctu-14
ation of wholesale electricity during the crisis with an estimation15
accuracy (91.15%). We also find that 40.46% of the price increase16
was due to an increase in marginal production cost, 17.85% due to17
traders’ greediness, 5.27% due to a real demand change, and 3.56%18
due to market power. The remaining 32.86% came from other un-19
known components. This result indicates that the price hike has20
occurred due to an increase in fuel prices and real demand. The21
two market fundamentals explained 45.73% (=40.46% + 5.27%)22
of the price increase. The responsibility of energy firms was 21.41%23
(=17.85% + 3.56%). The numerical evidences are different from24
the very well-known research of Joskow and Kahn (P. L. Joskow25
and E. Kahn, “A quantitative analysis of predicting behavior in26
California’s wholesale electricity market during summer,” Energy27
J., vol. 23, pp. 1–35, 2002), which has attributed the exercise of28
market power by large energy firms.29

Index Terms—.
Q2
30

I. INTRODUCTION31

DURING the summer (2000), wholesale prices of electric-32

ity in California were almost five times as large as the ones33

during the same period in 1998–1999. The price hike was unex-34

pected by policy makers and individuals who were involved in35

the electric power industry. After the occurrence of the electric-36

ity crisis in California, many researchers and policy makers have37

been long wondering whether the deregulation policy (Energy38

Policy Act in 1992 and Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-39

sion’s Orders 888 and 889 in 1996) produces economic benefits40
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of competition proposed to consumers. Federal and State gov- 41

ernments investigated and reported various structural problems 42

related to the electricity crisis in California. See, for exam- 43

ple, reports including Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 44

(FERC) Staff reports [1], California Independent System Oper- 45

ator Department of Market Analysis [2], and California Power 46

Exchange Corporation Compliance Unit [3]. Unfortunately, all 47

of the governmental reports did not include any scientific evi- 48

dence. Unlike previous price hikes observed in other U.S. whole- 49

sale markets, the California experience has not been a transient 50

phenomenon for a few days. There was a structural problem in 51

the wholesale electricity market of California. 52

In the previous research, Joskow and Kahn [4] explored sta- 53

tistically the problem of the California electricity crisis. Their 54

research was the first effort that discussed the policy issue re- 55

garding California’s electricity crisis at a level that academic 56

individuals could accept. Their research was a real contribution 57

on the policy issue. 58

The purpose of this study is to apply an intelligent simula- 59

tor for the exploration of the California electricity crisis. The 60

simulator used for the application is referred to as “multiagent 61

intelligent simulator (MAIS),” initially developed by Sueyoshi 62

and Tadiparthi [4]–[8]. This study compares numerical results 63

obtained by the proposed MAIS and empirical results obtained 64

by the study of Joskow and Kahn [4]. The two approaches come 65

from different disciplines (economics/statistics versus computer 66

science). Hence, the comparison between the two research ef- 67

forts provides important evidences regarding the California elec- 68

tricity crisis that have not been identified in the previous studies. 69

In this study, the performance of MAIS is compared with other 70

well-known methods [e.g., neural network (NN) and genetic 71

algorithm (GA)], using a real data set on power trading related 72

to the California electricity crisis (from May 2000 to January 73

2001). After confirming the methodological validity of MAIS, 74

we compare the numerical results obtained in this study with 75

the empirical results obtained by [4]. 76

The remaining structure of this paper is organized as follows. 77

The next section briefly describes a literature survey on agent- 78

based approaches applied to power trading. Section III describes 79

the industrial structure of the U.S. wholesale power market 80

and the California power market during the electricity crisis. 81

Section IV discusses a market design for power trading. 82

Section V describes an agent-based algorithm. Section VI ap- 83

plies MAIS to investigate why the electricity crisis has occurred 84

in California. Section VII summarizes this research along with 85

future research issues. 86

1094-6977/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW87

A. Agent-Based Approach88

The approach was proposed as a numerical (computer-89

intensive) method to deal with various types of system complex-90

ities. Reinforcement learning was often incorporated into agents91

so that they could interact with a dynamic environment [9], [10].92

Such applications of the agent-based approach could be found93

in understanding various market behaviors [11]. The applicabil-94

ity was also found in power trading. For example, the research95

efforts [12]–[16] examined the dynamic change of a power ex-96

change market from the perspective of a multiagent adaptive97

system. Detailed discussions on historical and current issues on98

the agent-based approach could be found in [17]. This group of99

research opened up a new type of numerical approach to deal100

with business complexity related to power trading. However,101

these previous studies described only the development of agent-102

based modeling and simulation. Almost no research discussed103

the development from the perspective of machine learning and104

cybernetics.105

B. Research on MAIS106

To overcome the shortcoming related to the agent-based ap-107

proach, Sueyoshi and Tadiparthi [5]–[8] explored a series of108

studies that investigated various types of power trading agents109

equipped with different learning capabilities. The software for110

their agent-based approach is MAIS that will be fully utilized in111

this study. The first research [5] proposed a multiagent system112

that incorporated learning capabilities into agents for trading113

wholesale electricity. The learning capabilities incorporated into114

each trading agent were executed by “self-learning.” The second115

research [6] extended [5] by considering two groups of agents.116

One of the two groups incorporated multiple learning capabil-117

ities in agents. The other group incorporated limited learning118

capabilities in agents. This study uses only the first group of119

agents (referred to as Type I in [6]). The third research [7]120

extended [5], [6] further by incorporating the influence of a121

transmission line limit on the dynamics of a power market. The122

study [7] considered a power market that consists of multiple123

zones connected by transmission lines. The fourth research [8]124

documented the application software (MAIS) that was theoret-125

ically developed in [5]–[7].126

As an extension of [5]–[8], this study applies the software127

of MAIS to investigate why the California electricity crisis has128

occurred in 2000–2001. This type of application cannot be found129

in the previous research on the agent-based approach directed130

toward power trading.131

III. U.S. WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY MARKET132

The electric power business is separated into the following133

four functions: 1) generation; 2) transmission; 3) distribution;134

and 4) retailing. The main parts are generation and transmis-135

sion, both of which are traded in wholesale markets of electric-136

ity. Generally speaking, two types of transactions can be found137

in the wholesale markets. One of the two is a bilateral (usu-138

ally long-term) exchange contract between a generator(s) and a139

Fig. 1. Two-stage settlement system (numerical expression).

wholesaler(s). The other is a short-term, auction-based transac- 140

tion. In the short-term transaction, a market operator [such as 141

the California Independent System Operator (ISO)] accepts bid- 142

dings from both generators and wholesalers. The operator then 143

determines the market price and quantity of electricity. Thus, 144

this type of wholesale market is controlled and coordinated by 145

ISO that opens not only a wholesale market but also a trans- 146

mission market. See [18] and [19] for a description on the U.S. 147

power markets. 148

The wholesale market of California was functionally sepa- 149

rated into: 1) a power exchange market and 2) a transmission 150

market. Before the electricity crisis, the exchange market was 151

further functionally separated into: 1) an hour-ahead (HA) mar- 152

ket and 2) a day-ahead (DA) market. These markets needed to 153

coordinate the supply capabilities so as to satisfy a constantly 154

changing demand on electricity. Coordinated auctions with ISO 155

were used for the two exchange markets (DA and HA). The DA 156

trading was stopped after January 31, 2001. 157

IV. MARKET DESIGN FOR POWER TRADING 158

Assuming that a wholesale market of electricity is a single 159

zone market, let us consider it as the market with two settle- 160

ments for DA and HA, where n generators (i = 1, . . . ,n) and k 161

wholesalers (j = 1, . . ., k) participate for T periods (t = 1, . . ., 162

T ), as in Fig. 1. The traders are adaptive agents in this study. The 163

“t” indicates a specific period for real delivery of electricity. 164

A. Supply Side in DA 165

The ith generator at the tth period bids s1
it(s

1
it ≤ sm

it ), where 166

sm
it is the maximum amount of his power generation capacity. 167

Here, the superscript “1” indicates DA. The bidding amount is 168

expressed by s1
it = αits

m
it , where αit (0 ≤ αit ≤ 1) is a decision 169

parameter to express the ratio of the bidding amount to the 170

maximum generation capacity. 171

The bidding price of the generator is determined by p1
it = 172

MCit/(1 − βit). Here, MCit is the marginal cost of the gener- 173

ator and βit (0 ≤ βit < 1) is a markup ratio that indicates how 174

much the bidding price of the generator is increased from the 175

marginal cost. The markup ratio reflects the pricing strategy of 176

the generator. 177
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B. Demand Side in DA178

Each wholesaler predicts an electricity demand on a delivery179

day by using a forecasting method (e.g., moving average). Let180

ejt be the demand estimate of the jth wholesaler at the tth181

period. Then, the wholesaler predicts a price estimate (w1
j t) by182

using a function (F ) of demand, w1
j t = F (ejt). (See [5, Fig. 4]183

that depicts the demand function.) The wholesaler determines a184

bidding amount (d1
j t) by d1

j t = δjtejt . Here, δjt (0 ≤ δjt ≤ 1)185

is a decision parameter to express the reduction of the bidding186

amount from the demand estimate.187

The bidding price of the wholesaler is determined by p1
j t =188

λj tw
1
j t . Here, λj t(0 ≤ λj t ≤ 1) is a decision parameter to indi-189

cate the reduction of the bidding price from the price estimate.190

After all traders submit their bids on amounts and prices to191

ISO, the DA market determines p̂1
t (a market clearing price for192

DA), ŝ1
it (a power request to the ith generator in DA), and d̂1

j t (a193

power allocation to the jth wholesaler in DA) for the tth period.194

C. Supply Side in HA195

The ith generator at the tth period bids the amount s0
it =196

(sm
it − ŝ1

it) in the HA market, where the superscript “0” indicates197

HA. The bidding amount for HA is a difference between the198

maximum generation capacity and the real allocation from the199

DA market. Furthermore, the bidding price (p0
it) of the generator200

is expressed by p0
it = MCit/(1 − ηit), where ηit is the markup201

ratio of the generator (0 ≤ ηit < 1).202

D. Demand Side in HA203

All the wholesalers must deliver the amount of electricity204

(rjt) demanded by end users. Therefore, they bid only their205

amounts, not prices, in the HA market. The jth wholesaler at206

the tth period bids an amount, d0
j t (= rjt − d̂1

j t), in the market.207

The HA market within ISO determines p̂0
t (a market clearing208

price for HA), ŝ0
it (a power request to the ith generator in HA),209

and d̂0
j t (a power allocation for the jth wholesaler in HA) for210

the tth period.211

E. Auction Process for DA and HA212

The difference between DA and HA is depicted in Figs. 2213

and 3. The two figures are obtained from [6]. Fig. 2 visually214

describes the DA market coordination mechanism within ISO.215

In the proposed MAIS, the ISO reorders the bids of generators216

and wholesalers. The bidding pairs from the supply side (s1
it217

and p1
it) are reordered according to the ascending order of the218

bidding prices. The bidding pairs from the demand side (d1
j t219

and p1
j t) are reordered according to the descending order of the220

bidding prices.221

In Fig. 2, the ISO allocates the generation amount (s1
1t) of222

the first generator to satisfy the demand (d1
1t) of the first whole-223

saler. Such a power allocation is continued until an equilibrium224

point (EP) is found in the DA market. In Fig. 2, EP is the equi-225

librium point, where the supplies from the five generators are226

used to satisfy the demand required by the three wholesalers.227

Fig. 2. Equilibrium point in DA.

Fig. 3. Equilibrium point in HA.

Fig. 4. Adaptive learning and knowledge base development.
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Consequently, p1
5t (the bidding price of the fifth generator) be-228

comes the market price (p̂1
t ) for DA.229

Fig. 3 depicts the market coordination mechanism of gen-230

erators in HA where their bids are reordered according to the231

ascending order of the bidding prices. Meanwhile, wholesalers232

submit only their demands, but not bidding prices, because the233

demand of end users must be always satisfied. In Fig. 3, the234

ISO accumulates the generation amounts until the total demand235

is satisfied. In the figure, D0
t is such a point at which the total236

demand satisfies D0
t =

∑k
j=1 d0

j t =
∑k

j=1 (rjt − d̂1
j t).237

In Fig. 3, EP is the equilibrium point where four generators238

are used to satisfy the total demand required by wholesalers.239

Consequently, p0
4t (the bidding price of the fourth generator)240

becomes the market price (p̂0
t ) for HA.241

The following comments are useful for explaining the market242

mechanism of DA and HA within the MAIS.243

1) In Fig. 1, we need to specify information regard-244

ing (sm
it ,MCit , ejt , w

1
j t , rjt ). Decision parameters and245

markup ratios (αit , βit , ηit , δjt , λj t) are unknown and246

need to be initialized as random numbers on [0,1] in the247

MAIS. The simulator creates various bidding strategies248

for generators and wholesalers by changing these mag-249

nitudes. The final power allocation between supply and250

demand needs to satisfy
∑n

i=1 sm
it ≥

∑n
i=1

(
ŝ1

it + ŝ0
it

)
=251 ∑k

j=1 (d̂1
j t + d̂0

j t).252

2) Rewards to generators and wholesalers in a single zone253

market are listed in [5] and [6] and their rewards in multiple254

zone markets are listed in [7] and [8].255

3) The previous studies [7], [8] describe a market clearing256

scheme for multiple zone markets.257

V. AGENT-BASED ALGORITHM258

A. Adaptive Behavior259

Fig. 4, obtained from [7], illustrates the adaptive learning260

process of agents in the MAIS. A knowledge-base develop-261

ment is incorporated into agents who make power trading on a262

computer. As depicted in the figure, each agent recognizes that263

there is an opportunity to obtain a reward by participating into264

a power market. He understands that the market participation265

is always associated with risk, so trying to obtain a risk-hedge266

ability through trading experience.267

In the simulator, each market consists of many agents who268

can accumulate knowledge from their bidding results to adjust269

their proceeding bidding strategies. They operate in two modes:270

practice and real experience. During practice, they use nonrein-271

forcement learning where there is no feedback from the market.272

The nonreinforcement learning is separated into three subpro-273

cesses: 1) knowledge generation; 2) knowledge accumulation;274

and 3) knowledge creation. Since there is no feedback from the275

market, the agent has to generate knowledge by himself. The276

purpose of the knowledge generation process is to discover or277

become familiar with the market as an environment. Thus, the278

agent bids in the markets (DA and HA) by changing decision pa-279

rameters, using a random distribution. After bidding, the values280

of the parameters and their corresponding win–lose results are281

stored in the knowledge accumulation process. The accumulated 282

knowledge is further processed by using a sigmoid decision rule 283

(speculation on a winning probability by each agent) and an ex- 284

ponential utility function (risk preference of each agent). This 285

process is knowledge creation. The nonreinforcement learning 286

process is repeated until the practice period is over. The period 287

can be considered as a training process for each agent. 288

After the practice period is completed, each agent starts real 289

trading experience. The bidding decisions during the real ex- 290

perience period are based upon previous trading practice. The 291

real experience period follows reinforcement learning because 292

the agent reacts according to the feedback obtained from the 293

external environment. The reinforcement learning is function- 294

ally separated into three subprocesses: 1) knowledge utilization; 295

2) knowledge accumulation; and 3) knowledge creation. In the 296

knowledge utilization process, each agent fully utilizes the pro- 297

cessed information from knowledge creation process of both 298

nonreinforcement learning (practice period) and reinforcement 299

learning (real experience period) to create a bidding strategy. 300

Based on the feedback, he may change the direction of deci- 301

sion parameters according to the algorithm for reinforcement 302

learning. The win/lose results and the corresponding decision 303

parameter values are stored in his knowledge base. The knowl- 304

edge accumulation and knowledge creation processes are simi- 305

lar to that of the practice period. The reinforcement learning is 306

repeated until all iterations are completed. 307

B. Agents With Multiple Learning Capabilities 308

Agents in the MAIS incorporate multiple learning capabil- 309

ities, depicted in Fig. 4, that are guided by the two princi- 310

ples originated from large experimental psychology literature 311

on both human and animal learning [20], [21]. 312

1) Law of Effect: This law indicates that “choices have led 313

to good outcomes in the past are more likely to be repeated in 314

the future” (see [21, p. 171]). This study considers that each 315

agent constantly looks for an increase in an estimated winning 316

probability. In other words, he looks for a combination of de- 317

cision parameters and markup ratios that increases the winning 318

probability. In the proposed MAIS, the law of effect is expressed 319

by a sigmoid decision rule. 320

2) Sigmoid Decision Rule: The win or lose of each trade 321

is a binary response. To express an occurrence of the bi- 322

nary response, we use a sigmoid model that can predict a 323

winning probability. Mathematically, the probability cumula- 324

tive function of the sigmoid model is expressed by F (σ) = 325∫ σ

−∞ eu/(1 + eu )2du = 1/(1 + e−σ ). The win or lose status of 326

the ith generator is predicted by the following linear probability 327

model: 328

Rit = ci0 + ci1αit + ci2βit + ci3ηit + εt . (1)

Here, Rit is a reward given to the ith generator at the tth 329

period. Parameters are denoted by ci0 , ci1 , ci2 , and ci3 . An 330

observational error is listed as εt . These parameters are all un- 331

known and need to be estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS) 332

regression. We use (1) to attain computational tractability. The 333
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winning probability (Prob) is estimated as follows:334

Prob(WINt) = Prob(Rit ≥ 0)

= Prob{εt ≥ −(ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)}

= 1 − 1
1 + EXP(ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)

=
EXP (ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)

1 + EXP (ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)
.

(2)

The symbol (∧) indicates a parameter estimate obtained by335

OLS. Equation (2) suggests that the winning probability can336

be estimated immediately from the parameter estimates of the337

sigmoid model.338

The reward of the jth wholesaler at the tth period is deter-339

mined by the following linear probability model:340

Rjt = cj0 + cj1δjt + cj2λj t + εt . (3)

Hence, the winning probability is estimated as341

Prob(WINt) = Prob(Rjt ≥ 0)

=
EXP (ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t)

1 + EXP (ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t)
. (4)

The nonreinforcement/reinforcement learning processes, de-342

picted in Fig. 4, develop a knowledge base within the jth343

wholesaler. Using information (data) in the knowledge base,344

each agent obtains the three parameter estimates of the sigmoid345

model. Two (ĉj1 and ĉj2) of the three parameter estimates are im-346

portant in determining his bidding strategies. Both are associated347

with the two decision parameters (δjt and λj t), respectively. If348

a parameter estimate is positive, the wholesaler should increase349

his corresponding decision parameter to enhance his winning350

probability. Conversely, an opposite strategy is needed if the351

estimate is negative. Thus, the sign of each parameter estimate352

provides information regarding which decision parameter needs353

to be increased or decreased. However, the winning probability354

obtained from the sigmoid model does not immediately imply355

that he can always win in a wholesale market with the estimated356

probability. The probability estimate is a theoretical guess. The357

win or lose is determined through the market mechanism of DA358

and HA.359

3) Power Law of Practice—Exponential Utility Function:360

The law indicates that “learning curves tend to be steep ini-361

tially and then flatter” [21, p. 171]. This study assumes that all362

agents have an exponential utility function. The exponential util-363

ity function represents a risk aversion preference on a smooth364

concave function. We select it among many utility functions365

because the utility value exists between 0 and 1.366

The exponential utility function is expressed by U(Rjt) =367

1 − EXP(−ζjRjt) on Rjt ≥ 0, where ζj indicates a parameter368

to express the level of risk aversion of the jth wholesaler.369

Returning to (3), the utility value (φjt) regarding the reward370

(Rjt) of the jth wholesaler at the tth period is measured by371

φjt = 1 − EXP(−ζjRjt). Hence, given φjt , the reward is ex-372

pressed by 373

Rjt = − ln(1 − φjt)
ζj

= ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t . (5)

Here, “ln” stands for a natural logarithm. After obtaining the 374

parameter estimates of the sigmoid model along with a given 375

utility value or its range, the wholesaler prepares his bidding 376

strategy for the next (t + 1) period. In the MAIS, his bidding 377

strategy for the next period is specified as follows: 378

λj t+1 ← λj t + τjt∆λ
j t and δjt+1 ← δjt + τjt∆δ

j t

where ∆λ
j t = λU

jt − λL
jt and ∆δ

j t = δU
jt − δL

jt . The prescribed 379

quantities (λU
jt and λL

jt) indicate the upper and lower bounds on 380

λj t , respectively. Similarly, the other prescribed quantities (δU
jt 381

and δL
jt ) indicate the upper and lower bounds on δjt , respectively. 382

The unknown parameter (τjt) indicates the magnitude of the 383

bidding change. 384

Along with the changes and given φjt+1 , (5) becomes 385

− ln(1 − φjt+1)
ζj

= ĉj0 + ĉj1(δjt + τjt∆δ
j t) + ĉj2(λj t + τjt∆λ

j t). (6)

From (6), the magnitude is determined by 386

τjt = − (ln(1 − φjt+1)/ζj + ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t)(
ĉj1∆δ

j t + ĉj2∆λ
j t

) . (7)

Note that the description on a wholesaler’s utility function 387

can be extended to that of a generator. 388

4) Algorithm for Bidding Strategies: Based upon the sign of 389

parameter estimates of the sigmoid model, the jth wholesaler 390

has nine (=3 × 3) different bidding strategies (with t = 0 as the 391

start). 392

Step 1: Set initial bids from his knowledge base. A fore- 393

casting method (e.g., moving average or exponential 394

smoothing) with different time periods is used to com- 395

pute the initial bids. Also, set the upper (δU
jt and λU

jt) 396

and lower (δL
jt and λL

jt) limits. 397

Step 2: Use the OLS regression to obtain parameter estimates 398

of the sigmoid model from the knowledge base. Ob- 399

tain the magnitude (τjt) from (7). 400

Step 3: Based upon the signs of parameter estimates, change 401

the decision parameters according to the following 402

conditions: 403

a) If ĉj1 > 0 and ĉj2 > 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 404

{δjt + τjt∆δ
j t , λj t + τjt∆λ

j t}; 405

b) If ĉj1 > 0 and ĉj2 = 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 406

{δjt + τjt∆δ
j t , λj t}; 407

c) If ĉj1 > 0 and ĉj2 < 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 408

{δjt + τjt∆δ
j t , λj t − τjt∆λ

j t}; 409

d) If ĉj1 = 0 and ĉj2 > 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 410

{δjt , λj t + τjt∆λ
j t}; 411

e) If ĉj1 = 0 and ĉj2 = 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 412

{δjt , λj t}; 413
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f) If ĉj1 = 0 and ĉj2 < 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) =414

{δjt , λj t − τjt∆λ
j t};415

g) If ĉj1 < 0 and ĉj2 > 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) =416

{δjt − τjt∆δ
j t , λj t + τjt∆λ

j t};417

h) If ĉj1 < 0 and ĉj2 = 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) =418

{δjt − τjt∆δ
j t , λj t}; and419

i) If ĉj1 < 0 and ĉj2 < 0, then.420

Step 4: Increment t (t = t + 1). Compute d1
j t and p1

j t based421

upon (δjtλj t). Then, the wholesaler submits the two422

bids to DA. If t = T , then stop. Otherwise, go to Step423

5.424

Step 5: If the wholesaler loses, then drop information regard-425

ing the bids from the current knowledge base and go426

to Step 1. If the wholesaler wins, then go to Step 6.427

Step 6: Add information regarding his bids into the current428

knowledge base and go to Step 1.429

5) Comments:430

a) Even if each trader keeps the same strategy, his bidding re-431

sult may be different from that of the previous bid because432

the wholesale markets determine the price and amount of433

power allocation.434

b) The algorithm for a generator is the same as that of a435

wholesaler, as discussed before. An exception can be436

found in Step 3 where the algorithm for the generator437

needs to consider 27 (=3 × 3 × 3) bidding strategies. The438

algorithm for the generator needs to consider three deci-439

sion parameters. This study does not discuss the algorithm440

here to avoid a descriptive duplication.441

c) The bidding of a wholesaler for HA is only for the bidding442

amount of electricity because HA is a physical market, as443

depicted in Figs. 1 and 3.444

VI. CALIFORNIA ELECTRICITY MARKET (2000–2001)445

The California market is divided into three zones for the pur-446

poses of pricing: NP-15 is in the north, SP-15 is in the south,447

and ZP-26 is in the center of the state. The central zone (ZP-26)448

has two transmission links, one to Northern path (NP-15) and449

one to Southern path (SP-15). The Northern path and Southern450

path are not directly connected to each other. If they need excess451

electricity, they have to obtain it from other states, as shown in452

Fig. 5. A data set on the California electricity market is avail-453

able from the University of California Energy Institute Web site454

(www.ucei.berkeley.edu/datamine/uceidata/uceidata.zip). The455

data consist of all market information such as time of transaction,456

date of transaction, price at each zone in DA and HA markets,457

unconstrained price and quantity of the system, import/export458

quantities in each zone, and prices of various auxiliary services.459

Each sample represents hourly prices representing 24 h/day.460

SP-15 DA and HA represent the hourly market price of southern461

zone of California for DA market and HA market, respectively,462

during the period from April 1, 1998 to January 31, 2001. NP-15463

DA and HA represent the hourly market price of northern zone464

of California for DA and HA, respectively, during the period465

from April 1, 1998 to January 31, 2001. ZP-26 DA and HA466

represent the hourly market price of central zone of California467

Fig. 5. Three zones in California ISO (Source: http://www.ucei.
berkeley.edu/).

for DA and HA, respectively, during the period from February 468

1, 2000 to January 31, 2001. 469

For all the DA markets, a maximum price of $2499.58 was 470

observed at 7 P.M. on January 21, 2001. All the HA markets 471

had a maximum price of $750, starting from June 26, 2000. It 472

was observed that prices started rising steadily from the summer 473

of 2000. The wholesale prices increased 270% and fluctuated 474

drastically during the electricity crisis period. 475

Market Composition: Since this study cannot access the ex- 476

act composition about the power market from 1998 to 2001, we 477

use the information provided by California Energy Commis- 478

sion on its Web site for 2005, http://www.energy.ca.gov/maps/ 479

electricity_market.html. The Web site provides an approximate 480

composition of generators. Thus, this study considers 964 gener- 481

ators of which 343 are hydroelectric with 20% market capacity, 482

44 are geothermal with 3% market capacity, 373 are oil/gas 483

with 58% market capacity, 17 are coal with 6% market capacity, 484

94 are wind with 4% market capacity, 80 are waste to energy 485

with 2% market capacity, 2 are nuclear with 7% market capac- 486

ity, and 11 are solar with 1% market capacity. The wholesaler 487

composition is estimated from the Web site: http://www.energy. 488

ca.gov/electricity/electricity_consumption_utility.html. There 489

are a total of 48 wholesalers. Pacific Gas and Electric has 30% 490

of the share, San Diego Gas and Electric has 7% of the share, 491

Southern California Edison has 31% of the share, Los Angeles 492

Department of Water and Power has 9% of the share. Sacra- 493

mento Municipal Utility District has 4% of the share, California 494

Department of Water Resources has 3% of the share, and other 495

41 utilities have a 12% share. Self-generating agencies account 496

for 4% of the share. 497

A. Alternate Approaches 498

1) Evaluation Criterion: This study uses estimation ac- Q4499

curacy (in percent) as a criterion, which is proposed by 500

Shahidehpour et al. [22]. 501

2) Direct Formula: As the first alternative, we employ a di- 502

rect formula (DF) in which price is considered to be proportional 503
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to load [22]. The following formula is used for predicting the504

price:505

Price(t) =
[

Load(t)
Load(t − 24)

]
× Price(t − 24).

A period of 24 is used because the data is hourly. A spread-506

sheet application, like Microsoft Excel, is used to compute the507

DF.508

3) Neural Network: The second alternative is NN whose509

use for price estimation has been recommended by many re-510

searchers. We use a normalized Gaussian radial basis function511

NNs to forecast the market price of electricity. [See, for example,512

neural v1.4.2 package on R 2.5.1 (http://www.r-project.org/).]513

The network uses a back propagation algorithm for training the514

network. The input parameters used are as follows: time of day,515

day of week, power imports, power exports, temperature, sys-516

tem wide load, and previous day’s price. These parameters are517

reported in Gao et al. [23]. The width of each Gauss function518

is assigned as the Euclidean distance between the two near-519

est training samples. [Source: Documentation of neural v1.4.2520

package.] The learning rate, alpha, is assigned to 0.20. The er-521

ror condition to stop is specified as 0.001, i.e., the algorithm522

will stop if the average error between the target vector and the523

predicted vector is lower than 0.001. As a preprocessing step,524

the data were normalized to lie in the range between −1 and525

1. Each sample has been divided into three sets: training set,526

validation set, and testing set. For SP-15 and NP-15, the first527

456 days are used for training, the next 305 days are used for528

validation, and the next 60 days are used for testing. For ZP-26,529

the first 216 days are used for training, the next 148 days are530

used for validation, and the next 31 days are used for testing.531

To avoid the problem of over fitting, we conducted experiments532

repeatedly by varying the number of neurons in the hidden layer533

from 5 to 13. It is found that the number of neurons that gives534

the least error is 10, 10, and 7 for SP-15, NP-15, and ZP-26,535

respectively.536

4) Genetic Algorithm: We use “genalg” package (version537

0.1.1), an R-based GA to run our experiments. A GA essen-538

tially consists of three steps: initialize population, evaluate the539

fitness of a population, and apply genetic operators. We modeled540

the problem as a parameter-estimation problem for a nonlinear541

regression model. See Pan et al. [24] for more information on542

the use of a GA for nonlinear regression model. The DA and HA543

prices were modeled as unknown parameters that have to be esti-544

mated by the algorithm. The known parameters were day-of-the-545

week, hour of the day, temperature, and system wide load. Each546

individual in the population is encoded by two binary strings.547

The first binary string represents the DA price. The second bi-548

nary string represents the HA price. We know from the dataset549

that the maximum value of DA price is 2499.58. Thus, the range550

of DA price is [0,2500]. Since we assume a precision of 2 digits551

after decimal point, the domain of DA price should have 250552

000 equal divisions. That is, it should be represented by a 18-bit553

binary string (131 072 = 217 < 250 000 < 218 = 262 144). We554

know that the range of HA price is [0,750]. Assuming a precision555

of 2 digits after decimal point, the domain of HA price should556

have 75 000 equal divisions, i.e., it should be represented by a557

TABLE I
ESTIMATION ACCURACY (IN PERCENT) OF FOUR APPROACHES

17-bit binary string (65 536 = 216 < 75 000 < 217 = 131 072). 558

Thus, an individual in the population is represented by a 35 (18 559

+ 17) bit binary string. 560

The fitness value (FV) of an individual in a population is 561

given by the following equation: 562

FV(p̂1
t , p̂

0
t )

=
∑ [

SWLt − Avg Load(DW,HD,Temp, p̂1
t , p̂

0
t )

]2
.

Here, SWL is system-wide load, DW is day of week, HD is 563

hour of day, and Temp is a temperature. We use a rank-selection 564

strategy to choose the individuals based on the rank of the fitness 565

function (FV) for the market prices for DA (p̂1
t ) and HA (p̂0

t ). 566

The strategy is similar to the one described in Pan et al. (1995). 567

For our experimental purpose, an initial population size of 50 is 568

used. The maximum generation is 25 000. The mutation chance 569

is varied from 0.02 to 0.10. Elitism is set to 0.25. The prices for 570

the (t + 1)th period is estimated from the previous tth period. 571

B. Estimation Comparison 572

There was no data about the capacity limits of California 573

transmission links. To determine a capacity limit on the links 574

between zones, we calculate the difference between import and 575

export quantities to the wholesale market. After observing the 576

data set, a transmission limit of 11 752 GWH (maximum dif- 577

ference) was applied on the transmission link between central 578

zone and northern zone. The same limit was applied on the 579

transmission link between central zone and southern zone as 580

well [7]. 581

Table I summarizes the estimation accuracy of the four ap- 582

proaches. The estimation accuracy of MAIS of each power mar- 583

ket is further separated into the one before and the one during 584

the electricity crisis. For example, SP-15 and NP-15 have the 585

number of data points before the crisis and during the crisis 586

that are 18 312 and 6576, respectively. Meanwhile, ZP-26 has 587

data points before and during the crisis that are 2208 and 6576, 588

respectively. The weighted average estimation accuracy of each 589

market is computed by [(average estimation accuracy before the 590

crisis) × (# of observations before the crisis) + (average esti- 591

mation accuracy during the crisis) × (# of observations during 592

the crisis)]/(# of all observations before and during the crisis). 593
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Fig. 6. Observed market prices of NP-15 (DA) and MAIS estimates (before the California electricity crisis).

Fig. 7. Observed market prices of NP-15 (DA) and MAIS estimates (during the California electricity crisis).

The average (84.33%) for all markets is computed by the total594

weighted averages (=85.76% + · · · + 89.12%) divided by 6595

(the number of markets).596

Fig. 6 visually compares the fluctuation of observed prices597

of electricity with the estimated prices obtained by MAIS in598

the NP-15 (DA) market before the crisis. Fig. 7 depicts such a599

comparison during the crisis. Similar results are observed in all600

the other markets.601

Finding 1: Table I indicates that the MAIS (average estima-602

tion accuracy = 84.33%) estimates the dynamic price fluctuation603

of electricity as well as the other three methods (DF: 33.53%,604

GA: 61.08%, and NN: 73.05%). The average estimation accu-605

racy of MAIS before the crisis is 90.35%, while the estimation606

accuracy during the crisis is 73.06%. It is easily observed that607

there is a considerable gap in estimation between the two pe-608

riods. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between609

observed market prices and MAIS’s estimates during the crisis.610

Based upon such results, it is concluded that the observed611

high wholesale electricity prices during the crisis period can-612

not be explained as a natural outcome of changes in market613

fundamentals.614

Such a difference (90.35% and 73.06%) can be visually con-615

firmed in Figs. 6 and 7. Both the figures compare the price616

fluctuation of observed prices with that of the price estimates617

in the two periods (before and during the crisis). It is impor-618

tant to note that the price range of Fig. 6 (from $25/MWH to619

$40/MWH) is much smaller than that of Fig. 7 (from $30/MWH620

to $700/MWH).621

C. Learning Speed (Convergence Rate)622

Table II indicates that the learning speed of reinforcement623

learning incorporated in agents depends upon the market price624

TABLE II
LEARNING SPEED (CONVERGENCE) OF AGENTS BEFORE AND DURING THE

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICITY CRISIS

changes of wholesale electricity. The proposed MAIS has five 625

decision parameters and markup ratios to investigate the bid- 626

ding behaviors of agents. In Table II, for example, the decision 627

parameter (α) of generators takes 62 iterations (on average) 628

to converge before the crisis, whereas the decision parameter 629

takes 119 iterations to converge during the crisis. Furthermore, 630

the decision parameter (δ) of wholesalers needs 53 iterations 631

(on average) to converge before the crisis, whereas the decision 632

parameter takes 106 iterations to converge during the crisis. We 633

observe a similar result on all the other parameters and markup 634

ratios of both generator and wholesalers. 635

Finding 2: Table II indicates that the learning speeds (con- 636

vergence rates) of agents depend upon the changes of market 637

fundamentals. Hence, the average learning rate during the crisis 638

needs more iterations than that before the crisis. In this simula- 639

tion study, we find that the former is almost twice as long as the 640

latter. 641
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D. Sensitivity Analysis642

To identify rationales regarding why a price hike has oc-643

curred during the California electricity crisis, this study prepares644

six economic assertions related to market fundamentals, all of645

which are examined by MAIS-based sensitivity analysis.646

Hypothesis 1 (Increase in Marginal Cost): An increase in the647

marginal cost of oil and natural gas has influenced the increase648

in the wholesale price during the California electricity crisis.649

The first assertion is due to Joskow and Kahn [4, pp. 5–7, 17].650

They have reported that the price of natural gas has increased651

significantly and contributed to an increase in the marginal cost652

of oil/gas power plants. The sensitivity analysis examines the653

first hypothesis by increasing the marginal costs of 373 gas-654

fired generators according to the rates that are depicted in [4,655

Fig. 1, p. 7]. The original marginal costs (observed before the656

crisis) used for hydroelectric, geothermal, oil/gas, coal, wind,657

and nuclear are $25, $30, $40, $35, $10, and $50, respectively.658

These marginal costs, except that of oil/gas, are used to examine659

the price fluctuation of electricity during the crisis, because a660

major price change has not been observed for those fuels in the661

crisis period.662

Hypothesis 2 (Increase in Real Demand): An increase in663

electricity consumption has increased the wholesale price during664

the California electricity crisis.665

The second assertion is due to an observed data set on real666

demand in the three zones of the California market. See also [4,667

p. 28] in which increased demand is considered as a factor of the668
price hike in the electricity crisis. The data set indicates a system669
wide load increase during the crisis. Hence, the sensitivity anal-670

ysis increases the real demand by 20% from the original values.671

This increase in demand was applied only during the peak load672

time (from 7:00 to 21:00), because a price hike occurred during673
the peak load period. Any major price change was not found674

in the off-peak period. The 20% increase is due to the data675
from www.ucei.berkeley.edu/datamine/uceidata/uceidata.zip.676

According to the data source, the real demand has increased677

during the period from May 4, 2000 to January 31, 2001. For678

example, the load was 20 880.40 GWH (at 9:00 on June 1, 1999)679

and 23 694.10 GWH (at 9:00 on June 2000), respectively. This680

denotes an increase of 13.48% during that time. An average681

of all such increase in loads is 19.69%. Hence, the proposed682
sensitivity analysis uses 20% for increase.683

Hypothesis 3 (Greed of Traders): Traders have exhibited684
overwhelming desire for more profit during the period of the685

California electricity crisis. Generators were looking for less686
risk-averse (aggressive) bidding decisions and wholesalers were687

looking for more risk-averse (conservative) bidding decisions.688

An important numerical capability of the proposed MAIS is689

that it can examine the level of trader’s greed by observing the690

utility function of each trader. It is observed that the wholesale691

market price of electricity maintained an increasing trend, but692

the retail price of electricity did not increase significantly during693

the crisis. Rather, the retail price almost remained the same under694

the control of regulatory agencies. The increase in market price695

implies that generators profited and wholesalers were bearing696

an economic loss from the power market. Thus, it is assumed697

that generators were looking for a more risk-taking behavior to 698

make more profit. Meanwhile, the wholesalers were looking for 699

an opposite direction. Their behaviors were avoiding risk in the 700

power market. In our experiments, we observe a change in the 701

parameter (ζ) that represents the level of risk aversion in the 702

exponential utility function used in this study. For evaluating 703

this economic assertion, the parameter range for generators is 704

changed from (0.004, 0.065) to (0.0003, 0.0015). Similarly, the 705

parameter range for wholesalers is changed from (0.004, 0.065) 706

to (0.010, 0.070). 707

Hypothesis 4 (Electricity Withholding by Generators): Large 708

generators withheld electricity during the period of the Califor- 709

nia electricity crisis. The excise of market power contributed to 710

the price hike during the crisis period. 711

The fourth hypothesis is due to Joskow and Kahn [4, pp. 712

19–28]. Their empirical analysis reports that some generation 713

firms deliberately did not make their maximum supply capacities 714

available for the California electricity market. This economic 715

assertion is a main conclusion of their study [4]. This study 716

reexamines their assertion. The proposed sensitivity analysis 717

uses the mean values of output gap that are summarized in [4, 718

Table 7, p. 23]. In our experiments, the maximum supply of each 719

generator is reduced to the level of (maximum supply—output 720

gap). 721

Hypothesis 5 (Capacity Limit in Transmission Lines): A ca- 722

pacity limit in transmission lines was a source of supplier with- 723

holding. The transmission congestion occurred during the Cal- 724

ifornia electricity crisis and the occurrence influenced the price 725

hike of electricity. 726

Joskow and Kahn [4, p. 8] reported that relatively little signif- 727

icant transmission congestion occurred during the crisis period. 728

However, it is important to investigate whether the supplier with- 729

holding during the crisis was intentional by generators or was 730

due to an occurrence of congestion in transmission lines (so, the 731

withholding in the supply side was accidental). There is no pub- 732

lic data available on the transmission line limits in the California 733

transmission grid. Hence, we depend upon the data on system- 734

wide imports and exports for both DA and HA markets. [Source: 735

www.ucei.berkelay.edu/datamine/uceidata/uceidata.zip.] To es- 736

timate a transmission limit, we calculate the average of the 737

absolute difference between imports and exports for both 738

DA and HA. (See [7] for the investigation.) The average is 739

11 752 GWH, which is chosen as the line limit for all the 740

transmission lines. For the sensitivity analysis, the line limit is 741

reduced by 25%. Thus, the new line limit is 8814 GWH. 742

Hypothesis 6 (Combination): The price hike in the California 743

electricity crisis was not produced by a single source (i.e., a mar- 744

ket fundamental that is specified by each hypothesis). Rather, 745

the problem was produced by some combination of market fun- 746

damentals. 747

All combinations of market fundamentals are systematically 748

applied to a data set during the crisis and the changes in estima- 749

tion accuracy are measured by the sensitivity analysis. 750

1) Identification of Initial Starting Variables: In order to ex- 751

amine the six hypotheses, this study needs to estimate decision 752

parameters and markup ratios, using a data set before the elec- 753

tricity crisis. Such parameter estimates on the last convergence 754
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TABLE III
ESTIMATION ACCURACY (IN PERCENT) OF MAIS UNDER DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF MARKET FUNDAMENTALS

serve as initial starting values for the proposed sensitivity anal-755

ysis. For example, using the data set before the crisis, the pro-756

posed MAIS identifies that the decision parameter (α) of the757

100th generator (the total number of generators is 964) con-758

verges at 0.185103 in iteration 41. Similarly, β converges at759

0.598712 in iteration 43 and η converges at 0.315906 in iter-760

ation 40. Meanwhile, the decision parameter (δ) of the 10th761

wholesaler (the total number of wholesalers is 48) converges at762

0.253761 in iteration 59. λ converges at 0.323862 in iteration763

64.764

All the parameters and markup ratios are used as the initial765

starting values to examine the behavior of the 100th generator766

during the electricity crisis. A similar identification process of767

initial starting variables related to the 100th generator can be768

applied to all generators and wholesalers.769

2) Results of Sensitivity Analysis: Table III summarizes re-770

sulting estimation accuracies of MAIS under 32 combinations of771

different market fundamentals. The first row (under the number772

of market fundamentals is zero) indicates the estimation accu-773

racy of MAIS. The simulator starts from the initial values on774

decision parameters and markup ratios that are obtained from a775

data set before the California electricity crisis, and then, it com- 776

putes the estimation accuracy, using a data set during the crisis. 777

The estimation accuracy of MAIS is 73.06% that serves as a 778

benchmark score for proceeding comparison. The estimation 779

accuracy indicates how much a price fluctuation of electricity 780

during the crisis can be explained by the market fundamentals 781

before the crisis. 782

The second row indicates the result of MAIS-based sensi- 783

tivity analysis that examines the first hypothesis by increasing 784

the marginal cost of 373 gas-fired generators according to the 785

rate depicted in [4, p. 7]. The estimation accuracy increases from 786

73.06% to 83.96%. This implies that the increase in the marginal 787

cost of oil/natural gas explains the price fluctuation of electricity 788

during the California crisis at a level of 10.90% (=83.96% − 789

73.06%) contribution. Thus, the first hypothesis is confirmed by 790

the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis. A similar result is iden- 791

tified in the second hypothesis (an increase in real demand) 792

and the third hypothesis (traders become greedy), because these 793

related estimation accuracies (75.40% and 80.66%) are higher 794

than the benchmark accuracy (73.06%). Conversely, the fourth 795

hypothesis (withholding by market power in the supply side) 796
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and the fifth hypothesis (a capacity limit on transmission lines)797

cannot be confirmed by the sensitivity analysis because those798

estimation accuracies (72.94% and 72.60%) are lower than the799

bench mark score (73.06%). Thus, the estimation accuracy of800

83.96% serves as the benchmark score under the sensitivity of801

a single market fundamental.802

Under the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis of two market803

fundamentals, the combination between the first hypothesis (an804

increase in the marginal cost of oil/natural gas) and the third805

hypothesis (all traders became greedy for more profit) produces806

the best estimation accuracy (88.77%). This implies that the807

price increase and fluctuation of electricity during the crisis can808

be explained by the greediness of all traders at a level of 4.81%809

(=88.77% − 83.96%). The third hypothesis is confirmed by the810

sensitivity of two market fundamentals. The estimation accu-811

racy (88.77%) becomes a bench-mark score for the proceeding812

sensitivity analysis.813

Under the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis of three market814

fundamentals, the combination among the previous two hy-815

potheses and the second hypothesis (an increase in real demand)816

produces the best estimation accuracy (90.19%). This implies817

that the price increase and fluctuation of electricity during the818

crisis can be explained by the increase in real demand at a819

level of 1.42% (=90.19% − 88.77%). The second hypothe-820

sis is confirmed. The estimation accuracy (90.19%) becomes a821

benchmark score for the next sensitivity analysis.822

Under the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis of four parame-823

ters, the combination among the previous three hypotheses and824

the fourth hypothesis (withholding capacity of generators) pro-825

duces the best estimation accuracy (91.15%). This implies that826

the price increase and fluctuation of electricity during the crisis827

can be explained by the withholding capacity of generators at the828

level of 0.96% (=91.15% − 90.19%). The fourth hypothesis is829

confirmed by this sensitivity analysis. The estimation accuracy830

(91.15%) becomes a benchmark score at this stage of sensitivity831

analysis.832

Finally, there is no increase in estimation accuracy under the833

five market fundamentals. This implies that a capacity limit on834

transmission lines do not explain the price increase and fluctu-835

ation of electricity during the crisis.836

Finding 3: The California electricity crisis was initiated by an837

increase in the marginal cost of oil/natural gas. The cost increase838

occurred along with an increase in real demand of electricity.839

Under such a business circumstance, all traders became greedy840

for more profit. The three market fundamentals explain the price841

fluctuation of electricity during the crisis period at the level of842

90.19% estimation accuracy. Besides the three market funda-843

mentals, the withholding of large generators had an additional844

impact (at the level of 1%) to the price hike during the electricity845

crisis. The estimation accuracy increased to 91.15% under the846

four combinations. A capacity limit on transmission lines (or an847

occurrence of congestion) did not have any major influence on848

the price hike.849

These results indicate that 40.46% [=(83.96% −850

73.06%)/(100%− 73.06%)] of the price increase during the Cal-851

ifornia electricity crisis was due to an increase in marginal pro-852

duction cost, 17.85% [=(88.77%− 83.96%)/(100%− 73.06%)]853

to traders’ greediness, 5.27% [=(90.19% − 88.77%)/(100% 854

− 73.06%)] to a real demand change and 3.56% [=(91.15% 855

− 90.19%)/(100% − 73.06%)] to market power (withholding 856

electricity). The remaining 32.86% came from other unknown 857

market components and an estimation error. Consequently, the 858

price hike during the crisis has occurred due to an increase in 859

fuel prices and real demand at the level of 45.73% (40.46% + 860

5.27%). The responsibility of energy firms was 21.41% (17.85% 861

+ 3.56%) that was less than that of the increase of fuel price 862

and real demand (45.73%). 863

3) Comparison With Joskow and Kahn [4]: This study com- 864

pares the results obtained from the MAIS-based sensitivity anal- 865

ysis with the results reported in [4]. Their study is very well 866

known among researchers and individuals who are related to 867

the energy industry. 868

First, their study mentioned in [4, p. 8] that a capacity limit 869

on transmission lines did not influence the price hike during the 870

California electricity crisis. The proposed MAIS-based sensi- 871

tivity analysis confirms the validity of their previous finding. 872

Second, they have concluded in [4, p. 29] that “the high 873

prices experienced in the summer of 2000 reflect the withhold- 874

ing of suppliers from the market by suppliers (generators or 875

marketers).” They have added in [4, p. 29] that “observed prices 876

in California in summer 2000 were greater than benchmark com- 877

petitive price level. Their differences are not fully explained by 878

higher loads, reduced levels of imports, high gas prices, or by 879

high prices for NOx (nitrous oxide) emissions.” 880

In contrast, the proposed sensitivity analysis indicates an op- 881

posite priority among those market fundamentals. That is, the 882

California electricity crisis was initiated by an increase in the 883

marginal cost of oil/natural gas. Such an increase occurred along 884

with increased real demand of electricity. Under such a business 885

circumstance, all traders became greedy for more profit. The 886

difference between observed prices and MAIS estimates are 887

explained at the level of 90.19% estimation accuracy. So, the 888

three market fundamentals were main reasons of the price hike 889

in California. As a greedy strategy of influential (usually large) 890

generators, the withholding of generators had an additional im- 891

pact (at the level of 1%, so being total 91.15% estimation accu- 892

racy) to the price hike. Thus, the empirical findings identified by 893

the proposed MAIS-sensitivity analysis are different from their 894

findings of [4] in which the withholding of generators (as a mar- 895

ket power) was attributed to the price hike during the California 896

electricity crisis. 897

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS 898

MAIS was applied to examine why a price hike occurred in 899

the California electricity crisis. In this study, the performance 900

of MAIS was compared with other well-known methods (i.e., 901

NNs and GAs), using a real data set on power trading related 902

to the California electricity crisis. The methodological com- 903

parison confirmed that MAIS performed as well as the other 904

well-known approaches in predicting the price fluctuation of 905

wholesale electricity. 906

After examining the estimation accuracy, the MAIS-based 907

sensitivity analysis was applied to examine why a price hike 908
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occurred during the California electricity crisis. The sensitivity909

analysis identified that the electricity crisis was initiated by910

an increase in the marginal cost of oil/natural gas. The cost911

increase occurred along with increased demand of electricity.912

Under such a business circumstance, all traders became greedy913

for more profit. The three market fundamentals explained the914

price fluctuation of electricity during the crisis period at the915

level of 90.19% estimation accuracy. Besides the three market916

fundamentals, the capacity withholding of large generators had917

an additional impact to the price hike during the electricity crisis.918

The four market fundamentals explained 91.15% of the price919

fluctuation during the crisis. A capacity limit on transmission920

lines (or an occurrence of congestion) did not have any major921

influence on the price hike.922

As future extensions, we have the following two research923

agendas. First, this study compared the numerical results ob-924

tained from the MAIS-sensitivity analysis with the empirical925

ones of Joskow and Kahn [4]. We acknowledge the existence926

of other research efforts such as Borenstein et al. [25] and927

Wolak [26] in addition to [4]. The study [4] is a descriptive928

approach and is very well known among researchers and indi-929

viduals who are involved in electricity and energy policy. The930

research [4] is important because it provides this study with a931

conceptual framework regarding the California electricity crisis.932

We respect their study and understand their contribution on the933

policy issue. Therefore, this study started with the comparison934

between results obtained from our study and [4]. Meanwhile,935

both [25] and [26] describe analytical approaches to investigate936

the crisis. The comparison between this study and [25] and [26]937

needs a major restructuring of the proposed MAIS. We know938

that this study needs to compare our numerical results with theirs939

in order to make a final conclusion on the electricity crisis. The940

comparison between this study and [25] and [26] will be an941

important future research extension of this study.942

Second, the proposed MAIS-based sensitivity analysis is a943

completely new approach. Previous research on agent-based944

approach has never explored the MAIS-based sensitivity anal-945

ysis. Hence, the proposed sensitivity analysis may not be a946

perfectly established methodology. For example, this study uses947

the average of estimation accuracy as our evaluation criterion.948

Is there any other criterion for this type of sensitivity analysis?949

To answer the question, we need to explore further the method-950

ological validity and applicability of the MAIS-based sensitivity951

analysis. That is an important future research task.952

Finally, we hope that this study makes a contribution in ma-953

chine learning and cybernetics as well as the estimation of a954

dynamic price fluctuation of wholesale electricity. We look for-955

ward to seeing future research extensions, as indicated in this956

study.957
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Why Did California Electricity Crisis Occur?
A Numerical Analysis Using Multiagent

Intelligent Simulator

1

2

3

Toshiyuki Sueyoshi and Gopalakrishna Reddy Tadiparthi, Student Member, IEEE4

Abstract—During the summer (2000), wholesale electricity

Q1

5
prices in California were approximately 500% higher than those6
during the same months in 1998–1999. The price hike was unex-7
pected by many policy makers and individuals who were involved8
in the electric utility industry. They have been long wondering9
whether the electricity deregulation policy (1996) produced bene-10
fits of competition promised to consumers. This study proposes a11
use of a multiagent intelligent simulator (MAIS) to numerically ex-12
amine several reasons regarding why the crisis has occurred during13
May 2000 to January 2001. The MAIS explains the price fluctu-14
ation of wholesale electricity during the crisis with an estimation15
accuracy (91.15%). We also find that 40.46% of the price increase16
was due to an increase in marginal production cost, 17.85% due to17
traders’ greediness, 5.27% due to a real demand change, and 3.56%18
due to market power. The remaining 32.86% came from other un-19
known components. This result indicates that the price hike has20
occurred due to an increase in fuel prices and real demand. The21
two market fundamentals explained 45.73% (=40.46% + 5.27%)22
of the price increase. The responsibility of energy firms was 21.41%23
(=17.85% + 3.56%). The numerical evidences are different from24
the very well-known research of Joskow and Kahn (P. L. Joskow25
and E. Kahn, “A quantitative analysis of predicting behavior in26
California’s wholesale electricity market during summer,” Energy27
J., vol. 23, pp. 1–35, 2002), which has attributed the exercise of28
market power by large energy firms.29

Index Terms—.
Q2
30

I. INTRODUCTION31

DURING the summer (2000), wholesale prices of electric-32

ity in California were almost five times as large as the ones33

during the same period in 1998–1999. The price hike was unex-34

pected by policy makers and individuals who were involved in35

the electric power industry. After the occurrence of the electric-36

ity crisis in California, many researchers and policy makers have37

been long wondering whether the deregulation policy (Energy38

Policy Act in 1992 and Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-39

sion’s Orders 888 and 889 in 1996) produces economic benefits40
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of competition proposed to consumers. Federal and State gov- 41

ernments investigated and reported various structural problems 42

related to the electricity crisis in California. See, for exam- 43

ple, reports including Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 44

(FERC) Staff reports [1], California Independent System Oper- 45

ator Department of Market Analysis [2], and California Power 46

Exchange Corporation Compliance Unit [3]. Unfortunately, all 47

of the governmental reports did not include any scientific evi- 48

dence. Unlike previous price hikes observed in other U.S. whole- 49

sale markets, the California experience has not been a transient 50

phenomenon for a few days. There was a structural problem in 51

the wholesale electricity market of California. 52

In the previous research, Joskow and Kahn [4] explored sta- 53

tistically the problem of the California electricity crisis. Their 54

research was the first effort that discussed the policy issue re- 55

garding California’s electricity crisis at a level that academic 56

individuals could accept. Their research was a real contribution 57

on the policy issue. 58

The purpose of this study is to apply an intelligent simula- 59

tor for the exploration of the California electricity crisis. The 60

simulator used for the application is referred to as “multiagent 61

intelligent simulator (MAIS),” initially developed by Sueyoshi 62

and Tadiparthi [4]–[8]. This study compares numerical results 63

obtained by the proposed MAIS and empirical results obtained 64

by the study of Joskow and Kahn [4]. The two approaches come 65

from different disciplines (economics/statistics versus computer 66

science). Hence, the comparison between the two research ef- 67

forts provides important evidences regarding the California elec- 68

tricity crisis that have not been identified in the previous studies. 69

In this study, the performance of MAIS is compared with other 70

well-known methods [e.g., neural network (NN) and genetic 71

algorithm (GA)], using a real data set on power trading related 72

to the California electricity crisis (from May 2000 to January 73

2001). After confirming the methodological validity of MAIS, 74

we compare the numerical results obtained in this study with 75

the empirical results obtained by [4]. 76

The remaining structure of this paper is organized as follows. 77

The next section briefly describes a literature survey on agent- 78

based approaches applied to power trading. Section III describes 79

the industrial structure of the U.S. wholesale power market 80

and the California power market during the electricity crisis. 81

Section IV discusses a market design for power trading. 82

Section V describes an agent-based algorithm. Section VI ap- 83

plies MAIS to investigate why the electricity crisis has occurred 84

in California. Section VII summarizes this research along with 85

future research issues. 86

1094-6977/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW87

A. Agent-Based Approach88

The approach was proposed as a numerical (computer-89

intensive) method to deal with various types of system complex-90

ities. Reinforcement learning was often incorporated into agents91

so that they could interact with a dynamic environment [9], [10].92

Such applications of the agent-based approach could be found93

in understanding various market behaviors [11]. The applicabil-94

ity was also found in power trading. For example, the research95

efforts [12]–[16] examined the dynamic change of a power ex-96

change market from the perspective of a multiagent adaptive97

system. Detailed discussions on historical and current issues on98

the agent-based approach could be found in [17]. This group of99

research opened up a new type of numerical approach to deal100

with business complexity related to power trading. However,101

these previous studies described only the development of agent-102

based modeling and simulation. Almost no research discussed103

the development from the perspective of machine learning and104

cybernetics.105

B. Research on MAIS106

To overcome the shortcoming related to the agent-based ap-107

proach, Sueyoshi and Tadiparthi [5]–[8] explored a series of108

studies that investigated various types of power trading agents109

equipped with different learning capabilities. The software for110

their agent-based approach is MAIS that will be fully utilized in111

this study. The first research [5] proposed a multiagent system112

that incorporated learning capabilities into agents for trading113

wholesale electricity. The learning capabilities incorporated into114

each trading agent were executed by “self-learning.” The second115

research [6] extended [5] by considering two groups of agents.116

One of the two groups incorporated multiple learning capabil-117

ities in agents. The other group incorporated limited learning118

capabilities in agents. This study uses only the first group of119

agents (referred to as Type I in [6]). The third research [7]120

extended [5], [6] further by incorporating the influence of a121

transmission line limit on the dynamics of a power market. The122

study [7] considered a power market that consists of multiple123

zones connected by transmission lines. The fourth research [8]124

documented the application software (MAIS) that was theoret-125

ically developed in [5]–[7].126

As an extension of [5]–[8], this study applies the software127

of MAIS to investigate why the California electricity crisis has128

occurred in 2000–2001. This type of application cannot be found129

in the previous research on the agent-based approach directed130

toward power trading.131

III. U.S. WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY MARKET132

The electric power business is separated into the following133

four functions: 1) generation; 2) transmission; 3) distribution;134

and 4) retailing. The main parts are generation and transmis-135

sion, both of which are traded in wholesale markets of electric-136

ity. Generally speaking, two types of transactions can be found137

in the wholesale markets. One of the two is a bilateral (usu-138

ally long-term) exchange contract between a generator(s) and a139

Fig. 1. Two-stage settlement system (numerical expression).

wholesaler(s). The other is a short-term, auction-based transac- 140

tion. In the short-term transaction, a market operator [such as 141

the California Independent System Operator (ISO)] accepts bid- 142

dings from both generators and wholesalers. The operator then 143

determines the market price and quantity of electricity. Thus, 144

this type of wholesale market is controlled and coordinated by 145

ISO that opens not only a wholesale market but also a trans- 146

mission market. See [18] and [19] for a description on the U.S. 147

power markets. 148

The wholesale market of California was functionally sepa- 149

rated into: 1) a power exchange market and 2) a transmission 150

market. Before the electricity crisis, the exchange market was 151

further functionally separated into: 1) an hour-ahead (HA) mar- 152

ket and 2) a day-ahead (DA) market. These markets needed to 153

coordinate the supply capabilities so as to satisfy a constantly 154

changing demand on electricity. Coordinated auctions with ISO 155

were used for the two exchange markets (DA and HA). The DA 156

trading was stopped after January 31, 2001. 157

IV. MARKET DESIGN FOR POWER TRADING 158

Assuming that a wholesale market of electricity is a single 159

zone market, let us consider it as the market with two settle- 160

ments for DA and HA, where n generators (i = 1, . . . ,n) and k 161

wholesalers (j = 1, . . ., k) participate for T periods (t = 1, . . ., 162

T ), as in Fig. 1. The traders are adaptive agents in this study. The 163

“t” indicates a specific period for real delivery of electricity. 164

A. Supply Side in DA 165

The ith generator at the tth period bids s1
it(s

1
it ≤ sm

it ), where 166

sm
it is the maximum amount of his power generation capacity. 167

Here, the superscript “1” indicates DA. The bidding amount is 168

expressed by s1
it = αits

m
it , where αit (0 ≤ αit ≤ 1) is a decision 169

parameter to express the ratio of the bidding amount to the 170

maximum generation capacity. 171

The bidding price of the generator is determined by p1
it = 172

MCit/(1 − βit). Here, MCit is the marginal cost of the gener- 173

ator and βit (0 ≤ βit < 1) is a markup ratio that indicates how 174

much the bidding price of the generator is increased from the 175

marginal cost. The markup ratio reflects the pricing strategy of 176

the generator. 177
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B. Demand Side in DA178

Each wholesaler predicts an electricity demand on a delivery179

day by using a forecasting method (e.g., moving average). Let180

ejt be the demand estimate of the jth wholesaler at the tth181

period. Then, the wholesaler predicts a price estimate (w1
j t) by182

using a function (F ) of demand, w1
j t = F (ejt). (See [5, Fig. 4]183

that depicts the demand function.) The wholesaler determines a184

bidding amount (d1
j t) by d1

j t = δjtejt . Here, δjt (0 ≤ δjt ≤ 1)185

is a decision parameter to express the reduction of the bidding186

amount from the demand estimate.187

The bidding price of the wholesaler is determined by p1
j t =188

λj tw
1
j t . Here, λj t(0 ≤ λj t ≤ 1) is a decision parameter to indi-189

cate the reduction of the bidding price from the price estimate.190

After all traders submit their bids on amounts and prices to191

ISO, the DA market determines p̂1
t (a market clearing price for192

DA), ŝ1
it (a power request to the ith generator in DA), and d̂1

j t (a193

power allocation to the jth wholesaler in DA) for the tth period.194

C. Supply Side in HA195

The ith generator at the tth period bids the amount s0
it =196

(sm
it − ŝ1

it) in the HA market, where the superscript “0” indicates197

HA. The bidding amount for HA is a difference between the198

maximum generation capacity and the real allocation from the199

DA market. Furthermore, the bidding price (p0
it) of the generator200

is expressed by p0
it = MCit/(1 − ηit), where ηit is the markup201

ratio of the generator (0 ≤ ηit < 1).202

D. Demand Side in HA203

All the wholesalers must deliver the amount of electricity204

(rjt) demanded by end users. Therefore, they bid only their205

amounts, not prices, in the HA market. The jth wholesaler at206

the tth period bids an amount, d0
j t (= rjt − d̂1

j t), in the market.207

The HA market within ISO determines p̂0
t (a market clearing208

price for HA), ŝ0
it (a power request to the ith generator in HA),209

and d̂0
j t (a power allocation for the jth wholesaler in HA) for210

the tth period.211

E. Auction Process for DA and HA212

The difference between DA and HA is depicted in Figs. 2213

and 3. The two figures are obtained from [6]. Fig. 2 visually214

describes the DA market coordination mechanism within ISO.215

In the proposed MAIS, the ISO reorders the bids of generators216

and wholesalers. The bidding pairs from the supply side (s1
it217

and p1
it) are reordered according to the ascending order of the218

bidding prices. The bidding pairs from the demand side (d1
j t219

and p1
j t) are reordered according to the descending order of the220

bidding prices.221

In Fig. 2, the ISO allocates the generation amount (s1
1t) of222

the first generator to satisfy the demand (d1
1t) of the first whole-223

saler. Such a power allocation is continued until an equilibrium224

point (EP) is found in the DA market. In Fig. 2, EP is the equi-225

librium point, where the supplies from the five generators are226

used to satisfy the demand required by the three wholesalers.227

Fig. 2. Equilibrium point in DA.

Fig. 3. Equilibrium point in HA.

Fig. 4. Adaptive learning and knowledge base development.
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Consequently, p1
5t (the bidding price of the fifth generator) be-228

comes the market price (p̂1
t ) for DA.229

Fig. 3 depicts the market coordination mechanism of gen-230

erators in HA where their bids are reordered according to the231

ascending order of the bidding prices. Meanwhile, wholesalers232

submit only their demands, but not bidding prices, because the233

demand of end users must be always satisfied. In Fig. 3, the234

ISO accumulates the generation amounts until the total demand235

is satisfied. In the figure, D0
t is such a point at which the total236

demand satisfies D0
t =

∑k
j=1 d0

j t =
∑k

j=1 (rjt − d̂1
j t).237

In Fig. 3, EP is the equilibrium point where four generators238

are used to satisfy the total demand required by wholesalers.239

Consequently, p0
4t (the bidding price of the fourth generator)240

becomes the market price (p̂0
t ) for HA.241

The following comments are useful for explaining the market242

mechanism of DA and HA within the MAIS.243

1) In Fig. 1, we need to specify information regard-244

ing (sm
it ,MCit , ejt , w

1
j t , rjt ). Decision parameters and245

markup ratios (αit , βit , ηit , δjt , λj t) are unknown and246

need to be initialized as random numbers on [0,1] in the247

MAIS. The simulator creates various bidding strategies248

for generators and wholesalers by changing these mag-249

nitudes. The final power allocation between supply and250

demand needs to satisfy
∑n

i=1 sm
it ≥

∑n
i=1

(
ŝ1

it + ŝ0
it

)
=251

∑k
j=1 (d̂1

j t + d̂0
j t).252

2) Rewards to generators and wholesalers in a single zone253

market are listed in [5] and [6] and their rewards in multiple254

zone markets are listed in [7] and [8].255

3) The previous studies [7], [8] describe a market clearing256

scheme for multiple zone markets.257

V. AGENT-BASED ALGORITHM258

A. Adaptive Behavior259

Fig. 4, obtained from [7], illustrates the adaptive learning260

process of agents in the MAIS. A knowledge-base develop-261

ment is incorporated into agents who make power trading on a262

computer. As depicted in the figure, each agent recognizes that263

there is an opportunity to obtain a reward by participating into264

a power market. He understands that the market participation265

is always associated with risk, so trying to obtain a risk-hedge266

ability through trading experience.267

In the simulator, each market consists of many agents who268

can accumulate knowledge from their bidding results to adjust269

their proceeding bidding strategies. They operate in two modes:270

practice and real experience. During practice, they use nonrein-271

forcement learning where there is no feedback from the market.272

The nonreinforcement learning is separated into three subpro-273

cesses: 1) knowledge generation; 2) knowledge accumulation;274

and 3) knowledge creation. Since there is no feedback from the275

market, the agent has to generate knowledge by himself. The276

purpose of the knowledge generation process is to discover or277

become familiar with the market as an environment. Thus, the278

agent bids in the markets (DA and HA) by changing decision pa-279

rameters, using a random distribution. After bidding, the values280

of the parameters and their corresponding win–lose results are281

stored in the knowledge accumulation process. The accumulated 282

knowledge is further processed by using a sigmoid decision rule 283

(speculation on a winning probability by each agent) and an ex- 284

ponential utility function (risk preference of each agent). This 285

process is knowledge creation. The nonreinforcement learning 286

process is repeated until the practice period is over. The period 287

can be considered as a training process for each agent. 288

After the practice period is completed, each agent starts real 289

trading experience. The bidding decisions during the real ex- 290

perience period are based upon previous trading practice. The 291

real experience period follows reinforcement learning because 292

the agent reacts according to the feedback obtained from the 293

external environment. The reinforcement learning is function- 294

ally separated into three subprocesses: 1) knowledge utilization; 295

2) knowledge accumulation; and 3) knowledge creation. In the 296

knowledge utilization process, each agent fully utilizes the pro- 297

cessed information from knowledge creation process of both 298

nonreinforcement learning (practice period) and reinforcement 299

learning (real experience period) to create a bidding strategy. 300

Based on the feedback, he may change the direction of deci- 301

sion parameters according to the algorithm for reinforcement 302

learning. The win/lose results and the corresponding decision 303

parameter values are stored in his knowledge base. The knowl- 304

edge accumulation and knowledge creation processes are simi- 305

lar to that of the practice period. The reinforcement learning is 306

repeated until all iterations are completed. 307

B. Agents With Multiple Learning Capabilities 308

Agents in the MAIS incorporate multiple learning capabil- 309

ities, depicted in Fig. 4, that are guided by the two princi- 310

ples originated from large experimental psychology literature 311

on both human and animal learning [20], [21]. 312

1) Law of Effect: This law indicates that “choices have led 313

to good outcomes in the past are more likely to be repeated in 314

the future” (see [21, p. 171]). This study considers that each 315

agent constantly looks for an increase in an estimated winning 316

probability. In other words, he looks for a combination of de- 317

cision parameters and markup ratios that increases the winning 318

probability. In the proposed MAIS, the law of effect is expressed 319

by a sigmoid decision rule. 320

2) Sigmoid Decision Rule: The win or lose of each trade 321

is a binary response. To express an occurrence of the bi- 322

nary response, we use a sigmoid model that can predict a 323

winning probability. Mathematically, the probability cumula- 324

tive function of the sigmoid model is expressed by F (σ) = 325∫ σ

−∞ eu/(1 + eu )2du = 1/(1 + e−σ ). The win or lose status of 326

the ith generator is predicted by the following linear probability 327

model: 328

Rit = ci0 + ci1αit + ci2βit + ci3ηit + εt . (1)

Here, Rit is a reward given to the ith generator at the tth 329

period. Parameters are denoted by ci0 , ci1 , ci2 , and ci3 . An 330

observational error is listed as εt . These parameters are all un- 331

known and need to be estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS) 332

regression. We use (1) to attain computational tractability. The 333
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winning probability (Prob) is estimated as follows:334

Prob(WINt) = Prob(Rit ≥ 0)

= Prob{εt ≥ −(ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)}

= 1 − 1
1 + EXP(ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)

=
EXP (ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)

1 + EXP (ĉi0 + ĉi1αit + ĉi2βit + ĉi3ηit)
.

(2)

The symbol (∧) indicates a parameter estimate obtained by335

OLS. Equation (2) suggests that the winning probability can336

be estimated immediately from the parameter estimates of the337

sigmoid model.338

The reward of the jth wholesaler at the tth period is deter-339

mined by the following linear probability model:340

Rjt = cj0 + cj1δjt + cj2λj t + εt . (3)

Hence, the winning probability is estimated as341

Prob(WINt) = Prob(Rjt ≥ 0)

=
EXP (ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t)

1 + EXP (ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t)
. (4)

The nonreinforcement/reinforcement learning processes, de-342

picted in Fig. 4, develop a knowledge base within the jth343

wholesaler. Using information (data) in the knowledge base,344

each agent obtains the three parameter estimates of the sigmoid345

model. Two (ĉj1 and ĉj2) of the three parameter estimates are im-346

portant in determining his bidding strategies. Both are associated347

with the two decision parameters (δjt and λj t), respectively. If348

a parameter estimate is positive, the wholesaler should increase349

his corresponding decision parameter to enhance his winning350

probability. Conversely, an opposite strategy is needed if the351

estimate is negative. Thus, the sign of each parameter estimate352

provides information regarding which decision parameter needs353

to be increased or decreased. However, the winning probability354

obtained from the sigmoid model does not immediately imply355

that he can always win in a wholesale market with the estimated356

probability. The probability estimate is a theoretical guess. The357

win or lose is determined through the market mechanism of DA358

and HA.359

3) Power Law of Practice—Exponential Utility Function:360

The law indicates that “learning curves tend to be steep ini-361

tially and then flatter” [21, p. 171]. This study assumes that all362

agents have an exponential utility function. The exponential util-363

ity function represents a risk aversion preference on a smooth364

concave function. We select it among many utility functions365

because the utility value exists between 0 and 1.366

The exponential utility function is expressed by U(Rjt) =367

1 − EXP(−ζjRjt) on Rjt ≥ 0, where ζj indicates a parameter368

to express the level of risk aversion of the jth wholesaler.369

Returning to (3), the utility value (φjt) regarding the reward370

(Rjt) of the jth wholesaler at the tth period is measured by371

φjt = 1 − EXP(−ζjRjt). Hence, given φjt , the reward is ex-372

pressed by 373

Rjt = − ln(1 − φjt)
ζj

= ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t . (5)

Here, “ln” stands for a natural logarithm. After obtaining the 374

parameter estimates of the sigmoid model along with a given 375

utility value or its range, the wholesaler prepares his bidding 376

strategy for the next (t + 1) period. In the MAIS, his bidding 377

strategy for the next period is specified as follows: 378

λj t+1 ← λj t + τjt∆λ
j t and δjt+1 ← δjt + τjt∆δ

j t

where ∆λ
j t = λU

jt − λL
jt and ∆δ

j t = δU
jt − δL

jt . The prescribed 379

quantities (λU
jt and λL

jt) indicate the upper and lower bounds on 380

λj t , respectively. Similarly, the other prescribed quantities (δU
jt 381

and δL
jt ) indicate the upper and lower bounds on δjt , respectively. 382

The unknown parameter (τjt) indicates the magnitude of the 383

bidding change. 384

Along with the changes and given φjt+1 , (5) becomes 385

− ln(1 − φjt+1)
ζj

= ĉj0 + ĉj1(δjt + τjt∆δ
j t) + ĉj2(λj t + τjt∆λ

j t). (6)

From (6), the magnitude is determined by 386

τjt = − (ln(1 − φjt+1)/ζj + ĉj0 + ĉj1δjt + ĉj2λj t)(
ĉj1∆δ

j t + ĉj2∆λ
j t

) . (7)

Note that the description on a wholesaler’s utility function 387

can be extended to that of a generator. 388

4) Algorithm for Bidding Strategies: Based upon the sign of 389

parameter estimates of the sigmoid model, the jth wholesaler 390

has nine (=3 × 3) different bidding strategies (with t = 0 as the 391

start). 392

Step 1: Set initial bids from his knowledge base. A fore- 393

casting method (e.g., moving average or exponential 394

smoothing) with different time periods is used to com- 395

pute the initial bids. Also, set the upper (δU
jt and λU

jt) 396

and lower (δL
jt and λL

jt) limits. 397

Step 2: Use the OLS regression to obtain parameter estimates 398

of the sigmoid model from the knowledge base. Ob- 399

tain the magnitude (τjt) from (7). 400

Step 3: Based upon the signs of parameter estimates, change 401

the decision parameters according to the following 402

conditions: 403

a) If ĉj1 > 0 and ĉj2 > 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 404

{δjt + τjt∆δ
j t , λj t + τjt∆λ

j t}; 405

b) If ĉj1 > 0 and ĉj2 = 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 406

{δjt + τjt∆δ
j t , λj t}; 407

c) If ĉj1 > 0 and ĉj2 < 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 408

{δjt + τjt∆δ
j t , λj t − τjt∆λ

j t}; 409

d) If ĉj1 = 0 and ĉj2 > 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 410

{δjt , λj t + τjt∆λ
j t}; 411

e) If ĉj1 = 0 and ĉj2 = 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) = 412

{δjt , λj t}; 413
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f) If ĉj1 = 0 and ĉj2 < 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) =414

{δjt , λj t − τjt∆λ
j t};415

g) If ĉj1 < 0 and ĉj2 > 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) =416

{δjt − τjt∆δ
j t , λj t + τjt∆λ

j t};417

h) If ĉj1 < 0 and ĉj2 = 0, then (δjt+1 , λj t+1) =418

{δjt − τjt∆δ
j t , λj t}; and419

i) If ĉj1 < 0 and ĉj2 < 0, then.420

Step 4: Increment t (t = t + 1). Compute d1
j t and p1

j t based421

upon (δjtλj t). Then, the wholesaler submits the two422

bids to DA. If t = T , then stop. Otherwise, go to Step423

5.424

Step 5: If the wholesaler loses, then drop information regard-425

ing the bids from the current knowledge base and go426

to Step 1. If the wholesaler wins, then go to Step 6.427

Step 6: Add information regarding his bids into the current428

knowledge base and go to Step 1.429

5) Comments:430

a) Even if each trader keeps the same strategy, his bidding re-431

sult may be different from that of the previous bid because432

the wholesale markets determine the price and amount of433

power allocation.434

b) The algorithm for a generator is the same as that of a435

wholesaler, as discussed before. An exception can be436

found in Step 3 where the algorithm for the generator437

needs to consider 27 (=3 × 3 × 3) bidding strategies. The438

algorithm for the generator needs to consider three deci-439

sion parameters. This study does not discuss the algorithm440

here to avoid a descriptive duplication.441

c) The bidding of a wholesaler for HA is only for the bidding442

amount of electricity because HA is a physical market, as443

depicted in Figs. 1 and 3.444

VI. CALIFORNIA ELECTRICITY MARKET (2000–2001)445

The California market is divided into three zones for the pur-446

poses of pricing: NP-15 is in the north, SP-15 is in the south,447

and ZP-26 is in the center of the state. The central zone (ZP-26)448

has two transmission links, one to Northern path (NP-15) and449

one to Southern path (SP-15). The Northern path and Southern450

path are not directly connected to each other. If they need excess451

electricity, they have to obtain it from other states, as shown in452

Fig. 5. A data set on the California electricity market is avail-453

able from the University of California Energy Institute Web site454

(www.ucei.berkeley.edu/datamine/uceidata/uceidata.zip). The455

data consist of all market information such as time of transaction,456

date of transaction, price at each zone in DA and HA markets,457

unconstrained price and quantity of the system, import/export458

quantities in each zone, and prices of various auxiliary services.459

Each sample represents hourly prices representing 24 h/day.460

SP-15 DA and HA represent the hourly market price of southern461

zone of California for DA market and HA market, respectively,462

during the period from April 1, 1998 to January 31, 2001. NP-15463

DA and HA represent the hourly market price of northern zone464

of California for DA and HA, respectively, during the period465

from April 1, 1998 to January 31, 2001. ZP-26 DA and HA466

represent the hourly market price of central zone of California467

Fig. 5. Three zones in California ISO (Source: http://www.ucei.
berkeley.edu/).

for DA and HA, respectively, during the period from February 468

1, 2000 to January 31, 2001. 469

For all the DA markets, a maximum price of $2499.58 was 470

observed at 7 P.M. on January 21, 2001. All the HA markets 471

had a maximum price of $750, starting from June 26, 2000. It 472

was observed that prices started rising steadily from the summer 473

of 2000. The wholesale prices increased 270% and fluctuated 474

drastically during the electricity crisis period. 475

Market Composition: Since this study cannot access the ex- 476

act composition about the power market from 1998 to 2001, we 477

use the information provided by California Energy Commis- 478

sion on its Web site for 2005, http://www.energy.ca.gov/maps/ 479

electricity_market.html. The Web site provides an approximate 480

composition of generators. Thus, this study considers 964 gener- 481

ators of which 343 are hydroelectric with 20% market capacity, 482

44 are geothermal with 3% market capacity, 373 are oil/gas 483

with 58% market capacity, 17 are coal with 6% market capacity, 484

94 are wind with 4% market capacity, 80 are waste to energy 485

with 2% market capacity, 2 are nuclear with 7% market capac- 486

ity, and 11 are solar with 1% market capacity. The wholesaler 487

composition is estimated from the Web site: http://www.energy. 488

ca.gov/electricity/electricity_consumption_utility.html. There 489

are a total of 48 wholesalers. Pacific Gas and Electric has 30% 490

of the share, San Diego Gas and Electric has 7% of the share, 491

Southern California Edison has 31% of the share, Los Angeles 492

Department of Water and Power has 9% of the share. Sacra- 493

mento Municipal Utility District has 4% of the share, California 494

Department of Water Resources has 3% of the share, and other 495

41 utilities have a 12% share. Self-generating agencies account 496

for 4% of the share. 497

A. Alternate Approaches 498

1) Evaluation Criterion: This study uses estimation ac- Q4499

curacy (in percent) as a criterion, which is proposed by 500

Shahidehpour et al. [22]. 501

2) Direct Formula: As the first alternative, we employ a di- 502

rect formula (DF) in which price is considered to be proportional 503
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to load [22]. The following formula is used for predicting the504

price:505

Price(t) =
[

Load(t)
Load(t − 24)

]

× Price(t − 24).

A period of 24 is used because the data is hourly. A spread-506

sheet application, like Microsoft Excel, is used to compute the507

DF.508

3) Neural Network: The second alternative is NN whose509

use for price estimation has been recommended by many re-510

searchers. We use a normalized Gaussian radial basis function511

NNs to forecast the market price of electricity. [See, for example,512

neural v1.4.2 package on R 2.5.1 (http://www.r-project.org/).]513

The network uses a back propagation algorithm for training the514

network. The input parameters used are as follows: time of day,515

day of week, power imports, power exports, temperature, sys-516

tem wide load, and previous day’s price. These parameters are517

reported in Gao et al. [23]. The width of each Gauss function518

is assigned as the Euclidean distance between the two near-519

est training samples. [Source: Documentation of neural v1.4.2520

package.] The learning rate, alpha, is assigned to 0.20. The er-521

ror condition to stop is specified as 0.001, i.e., the algorithm522

will stop if the average error between the target vector and the523

predicted vector is lower than 0.001. As a preprocessing step,524

the data were normalized to lie in the range between −1 and525

1. Each sample has been divided into three sets: training set,526

validation set, and testing set. For SP-15 and NP-15, the first527

456 days are used for training, the next 305 days are used for528

validation, and the next 60 days are used for testing. For ZP-26,529

the first 216 days are used for training, the next 148 days are530

used for validation, and the next 31 days are used for testing.531

To avoid the problem of over fitting, we conducted experiments532

repeatedly by varying the number of neurons in the hidden layer533

from 5 to 13. It is found that the number of neurons that gives534

the least error is 10, 10, and 7 for SP-15, NP-15, and ZP-26,535

respectively.536

4) Genetic Algorithm: We use “genalg” package (version537

0.1.1), an R-based GA to run our experiments. A GA essen-538

tially consists of three steps: initialize population, evaluate the539

fitness of a population, and apply genetic operators. We modeled540

the problem as a parameter-estimation problem for a nonlinear541

regression model. See Pan et al. [24] for more information on542

the use of a GA for nonlinear regression model. The DA and HA543

prices were modeled as unknown parameters that have to be esti-544

mated by the algorithm. The known parameters were day-of-the-545

week, hour of the day, temperature, and system wide load. Each546

individual in the population is encoded by two binary strings.547

The first binary string represents the DA price. The second bi-548

nary string represents the HA price. We know from the dataset549

that the maximum value of DA price is 2499.58. Thus, the range550

of DA price is [0,2500]. Since we assume a precision of 2 digits551

after decimal point, the domain of DA price should have 250552

000 equal divisions. That is, it should be represented by a 18-bit553

binary string (131 072 = 217 < 250 000 < 218 = 262 144). We554

know that the range of HA price is [0,750]. Assuming a precision555

of 2 digits after decimal point, the domain of HA price should556

have 75 000 equal divisions, i.e., it should be represented by a557

TABLE I
ESTIMATION ACCURACY (IN PERCENT) OF FOUR APPROACHES

17-bit binary string (65 536 = 216 < 75 000 < 217 = 131 072). 558

Thus, an individual in the population is represented by a 35 (18 559

+ 17) bit binary string. 560

The fitness value (FV) of an individual in a population is 561

given by the following equation: 562

FV(p̂1
t , p̂

0
t )

=
∑ [

SWLt − Avg Load(DW,HD,Temp, p̂1
t , p̂

0
t )

]2
.

Here, SWL is system-wide load, DW is day of week, HD is 563

hour of day, and Temp is a temperature. We use a rank-selection 564

strategy to choose the individuals based on the rank of the fitness 565

function (FV) for the market prices for DA (p̂1
t ) and HA (p̂0

t ). 566

The strategy is similar to the one described in Pan et al. (1995). 567

For our experimental purpose, an initial population size of 50 is 568

used. The maximum generation is 25 000. The mutation chance 569

is varied from 0.02 to 0.10. Elitism is set to 0.25. The prices for 570

the (t + 1)th period is estimated from the previous tth period. 571

B. Estimation Comparison 572

There was no data about the capacity limits of California 573

transmission links. To determine a capacity limit on the links 574

between zones, we calculate the difference between import and 575

export quantities to the wholesale market. After observing the 576

data set, a transmission limit of 11 752 GWH (maximum dif- 577

ference) was applied on the transmission link between central 578

zone and northern zone. The same limit was applied on the 579

transmission link between central zone and southern zone as 580

well [7]. 581

Table I summarizes the estimation accuracy of the four ap- 582

proaches. The estimation accuracy of MAIS of each power mar- 583

ket is further separated into the one before and the one during 584

the electricity crisis. For example, SP-15 and NP-15 have the 585

number of data points before the crisis and during the crisis 586

that are 18 312 and 6576, respectively. Meanwhile, ZP-26 has 587

data points before and during the crisis that are 2208 and 6576, 588

respectively. The weighted average estimation accuracy of each 589

market is computed by [(average estimation accuracy before the 590

crisis) × (# of observations before the crisis) + (average esti- 591

mation accuracy during the crisis) × (# of observations during 592

the crisis)]/(# of all observations before and during the crisis). 593
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Fig. 6. Observed market prices of NP-15 (DA) and MAIS estimates (before the California electricity crisis).

Fig. 7. Observed market prices of NP-15 (DA) and MAIS estimates (during the California electricity crisis).

The average (84.33%) for all markets is computed by the total594

weighted averages (=85.76% + · · · + 89.12%) divided by 6595

(the number of markets).596

Fig. 6 visually compares the fluctuation of observed prices597

of electricity with the estimated prices obtained by MAIS in598

the NP-15 (DA) market before the crisis. Fig. 7 depicts such a599

comparison during the crisis. Similar results are observed in all600

the other markets.601

Finding 1: Table I indicates that the MAIS (average estima-602

tion accuracy = 84.33%) estimates the dynamic price fluctuation603

of electricity as well as the other three methods (DF: 33.53%,604

GA: 61.08%, and NN: 73.05%). The average estimation accu-605

racy of MAIS before the crisis is 90.35%, while the estimation606

accuracy during the crisis is 73.06%. It is easily observed that607

there is a considerable gap in estimation between the two pe-608

riods. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between609

observed market prices and MAIS’s estimates during the crisis.610

Based upon such results, it is concluded that the observed611

high wholesale electricity prices during the crisis period can-612

not be explained as a natural outcome of changes in market613

fundamentals.614

Such a difference (90.35% and 73.06%) can be visually con-615

firmed in Figs. 6 and 7. Both the figures compare the price616

fluctuation of observed prices with that of the price estimates617

in the two periods (before and during the crisis). It is impor-618

tant to note that the price range of Fig. 6 (from $25/MWH to619

$40/MWH) is much smaller than that of Fig. 7 (from $30/MWH620

to $700/MWH).621

C. Learning Speed (Convergence Rate)622

Table II indicates that the learning speed of reinforcement623

learning incorporated in agents depends upon the market price624

TABLE II
LEARNING SPEED (CONVERGENCE) OF AGENTS BEFORE AND DURING THE

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICITY CRISIS

changes of wholesale electricity. The proposed MAIS has five 625

decision parameters and markup ratios to investigate the bid- 626

ding behaviors of agents. In Table II, for example, the decision 627

parameter (α) of generators takes 62 iterations (on average) 628

to converge before the crisis, whereas the decision parameter 629

takes 119 iterations to converge during the crisis. Furthermore, 630

the decision parameter (δ) of wholesalers needs 53 iterations 631

(on average) to converge before the crisis, whereas the decision 632

parameter takes 106 iterations to converge during the crisis. We 633

observe a similar result on all the other parameters and markup 634

ratios of both generator and wholesalers. 635

Finding 2: Table II indicates that the learning speeds (con- 636

vergence rates) of agents depend upon the changes of market 637

fundamentals. Hence, the average learning rate during the crisis 638

needs more iterations than that before the crisis. In this simula- 639

tion study, we find that the former is almost twice as long as the 640

latter. 641
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D. Sensitivity Analysis642

To identify rationales regarding why a price hike has oc-643

curred during the California electricity crisis, this study prepares644

six economic assertions related to market fundamentals, all of645

which are examined by MAIS-based sensitivity analysis.646

Hypothesis 1 (Increase in Marginal Cost): An increase in the647

marginal cost of oil and natural gas has influenced the increase648

in the wholesale price during the California electricity crisis.649

The first assertion is due to Joskow and Kahn [4, pp. 5–7, 17].650

They have reported that the price of natural gas has increased651

significantly and contributed to an increase in the marginal cost652

of oil/gas power plants. The sensitivity analysis examines the653

first hypothesis by increasing the marginal costs of 373 gas-654

fired generators according to the rates that are depicted in [4,655

Fig. 1, p. 7]. The original marginal costs (observed before the656

crisis) used for hydroelectric, geothermal, oil/gas, coal, wind,657

and nuclear are $25, $30, $40, $35, $10, and $50, respectively.658

These marginal costs, except that of oil/gas, are used to examine659

the price fluctuation of electricity during the crisis, because a660

major price change has not been observed for those fuels in the661

crisis period.662

Hypothesis 2 (Increase in Real Demand): An increase in663

electricity consumption has increased the wholesale price during664

the California electricity crisis.665

The second assertion is due to an observed data set on real666

demand in the three zones of the California market. See also [4,667

p. 28] in which increased demand is considered as a factor of the668
price hike in the electricity crisis. The data set indicates a system669
wide load increase during the crisis. Hence, the sensitivity anal-670

ysis increases the real demand by 20% from the original values.671

This increase in demand was applied only during the peak load672

time (from 7:00 to 21:00), because a price hike occurred during673
the peak load period. Any major price change was not found674

in the off-peak period. The 20% increase is due to the data675
from www.ucei.berkeley.edu/datamine/uceidata/uceidata.zip.676

According to the data source, the real demand has increased677

during the period from May 4, 2000 to January 31, 2001. For678

example, the load was 20 880.40 GWH (at 9:00 on June 1, 1999)679

and 23 694.10 GWH (at 9:00 on June 2000), respectively. This680

denotes an increase of 13.48% during that time. An average681

of all such increase in loads is 19.69%. Hence, the proposed682
sensitivity analysis uses 20% for increase.683

Hypothesis 3 (Greed of Traders): Traders have exhibited684
overwhelming desire for more profit during the period of the685

California electricity crisis. Generators were looking for less686
risk-averse (aggressive) bidding decisions and wholesalers were687

looking for more risk-averse (conservative) bidding decisions.688

An important numerical capability of the proposed MAIS is689

that it can examine the level of trader’s greed by observing the690

utility function of each trader. It is observed that the wholesale691

market price of electricity maintained an increasing trend, but692

the retail price of electricity did not increase significantly during693

the crisis. Rather, the retail price almost remained the same under694

the control of regulatory agencies. The increase in market price695

implies that generators profited and wholesalers were bearing696

an economic loss from the power market. Thus, it is assumed697

that generators were looking for a more risk-taking behavior to 698

make more profit. Meanwhile, the wholesalers were looking for 699

an opposite direction. Their behaviors were avoiding risk in the 700

power market. In our experiments, we observe a change in the 701

parameter (ζ) that represents the level of risk aversion in the 702

exponential utility function used in this study. For evaluating 703

this economic assertion, the parameter range for generators is 704

changed from (0.004, 0.065) to (0.0003, 0.0015). Similarly, the 705

parameter range for wholesalers is changed from (0.004, 0.065) 706

to (0.010, 0.070). 707

Hypothesis 4 (Electricity Withholding by Generators): Large 708

generators withheld electricity during the period of the Califor- 709

nia electricity crisis. The excise of market power contributed to 710

the price hike during the crisis period. 711

The fourth hypothesis is due to Joskow and Kahn [4, pp. 712

19–28]. Their empirical analysis reports that some generation 713

firms deliberately did not make their maximum supply capacities 714

available for the California electricity market. This economic 715

assertion is a main conclusion of their study [4]. This study 716

reexamines their assertion. The proposed sensitivity analysis 717

uses the mean values of output gap that are summarized in [4, 718

Table 7, p. 23]. In our experiments, the maximum supply of each 719

generator is reduced to the level of (maximum supply—output 720

gap). 721

Hypothesis 5 (Capacity Limit in Transmission Lines): A ca- 722

pacity limit in transmission lines was a source of supplier with- 723

holding. The transmission congestion occurred during the Cal- 724

ifornia electricity crisis and the occurrence influenced the price 725

hike of electricity. 726

Joskow and Kahn [4, p. 8] reported that relatively little signif- 727

icant transmission congestion occurred during the crisis period. 728

However, it is important to investigate whether the supplier with- 729

holding during the crisis was intentional by generators or was 730

due to an occurrence of congestion in transmission lines (so, the 731

withholding in the supply side was accidental). There is no pub- 732

lic data available on the transmission line limits in the California 733

transmission grid. Hence, we depend upon the data on system- 734

wide imports and exports for both DA and HA markets. [Source: 735

www.ucei.berkelay.edu/datamine/uceidata/uceidata.zip.] To es- 736

timate a transmission limit, we calculate the average of the 737

absolute difference between imports and exports for both 738

DA and HA. (See [7] for the investigation.) The average is 739

11 752 GWH, which is chosen as the line limit for all the 740

transmission lines. For the sensitivity analysis, the line limit is 741

reduced by 25%. Thus, the new line limit is 8814 GWH. 742

Hypothesis 6 (Combination): The price hike in the California 743

electricity crisis was not produced by a single source (i.e., a mar- 744

ket fundamental that is specified by each hypothesis). Rather, 745

the problem was produced by some combination of market fun- 746

damentals. 747

All combinations of market fundamentals are systematically 748

applied to a data set during the crisis and the changes in estima- 749

tion accuracy are measured by the sensitivity analysis. 750

1) Identification of Initial Starting Variables: In order to ex- 751

amine the six hypotheses, this study needs to estimate decision 752

parameters and markup ratios, using a data set before the elec- 753

tricity crisis. Such parameter estimates on the last convergence 754
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TABLE III
ESTIMATION ACCURACY (IN PERCENT) OF MAIS UNDER DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF MARKET FUNDAMENTALS

serve as initial starting values for the proposed sensitivity anal-755

ysis. For example, using the data set before the crisis, the pro-756

posed MAIS identifies that the decision parameter (α) of the757

100th generator (the total number of generators is 964) con-758

verges at 0.185103 in iteration 41. Similarly, β converges at759

0.598712 in iteration 43 and η converges at 0.315906 in iter-760

ation 40. Meanwhile, the decision parameter (δ) of the 10th761

wholesaler (the total number of wholesalers is 48) converges at762

0.253761 in iteration 59. λ converges at 0.323862 in iteration763

64.764

All the parameters and markup ratios are used as the initial765

starting values to examine the behavior of the 100th generator766

during the electricity crisis. A similar identification process of767

initial starting variables related to the 100th generator can be768

applied to all generators and wholesalers.769

2) Results of Sensitivity Analysis: Table III summarizes re-770

sulting estimation accuracies of MAIS under 32 combinations of771

different market fundamentals. The first row (under the number772

of market fundamentals is zero) indicates the estimation accu-773

racy of MAIS. The simulator starts from the initial values on774

decision parameters and markup ratios that are obtained from a775

data set before the California electricity crisis, and then, it com- 776

putes the estimation accuracy, using a data set during the crisis. 777

The estimation accuracy of MAIS is 73.06% that serves as a 778

benchmark score for proceeding comparison. The estimation 779

accuracy indicates how much a price fluctuation of electricity 780

during the crisis can be explained by the market fundamentals 781

before the crisis. 782

The second row indicates the result of MAIS-based sensi- 783

tivity analysis that examines the first hypothesis by increasing 784

the marginal cost of 373 gas-fired generators according to the 785

rate depicted in [4, p. 7]. The estimation accuracy increases from 786

73.06% to 83.96%. This implies that the increase in the marginal 787

cost of oil/natural gas explains the price fluctuation of electricity 788

during the California crisis at a level of 10.90% (=83.96% − 789

73.06%) contribution. Thus, the first hypothesis is confirmed by 790

the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis. A similar result is iden- 791

tified in the second hypothesis (an increase in real demand) 792

and the third hypothesis (traders become greedy), because these 793

related estimation accuracies (75.40% and 80.66%) are higher 794

than the benchmark accuracy (73.06%). Conversely, the fourth 795

hypothesis (withholding by market power in the supply side) 796
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and the fifth hypothesis (a capacity limit on transmission lines)797

cannot be confirmed by the sensitivity analysis because those798

estimation accuracies (72.94% and 72.60%) are lower than the799

bench mark score (73.06%). Thus, the estimation accuracy of800

83.96% serves as the benchmark score under the sensitivity of801

a single market fundamental.802

Under the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis of two market803

fundamentals, the combination between the first hypothesis (an804

increase in the marginal cost of oil/natural gas) and the third805

hypothesis (all traders became greedy for more profit) produces806

the best estimation accuracy (88.77%). This implies that the807

price increase and fluctuation of electricity during the crisis can808

be explained by the greediness of all traders at a level of 4.81%809

(=88.77% − 83.96%). The third hypothesis is confirmed by the810

sensitivity of two market fundamentals. The estimation accu-811

racy (88.77%) becomes a bench-mark score for the proceeding812

sensitivity analysis.813

Under the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis of three market814

fundamentals, the combination among the previous two hy-815

potheses and the second hypothesis (an increase in real demand)816

produces the best estimation accuracy (90.19%). This implies817

that the price increase and fluctuation of electricity during the818

crisis can be explained by the increase in real demand at a819

level of 1.42% (=90.19% − 88.77%). The second hypothe-820

sis is confirmed. The estimation accuracy (90.19%) becomes a821

benchmark score for the next sensitivity analysis.822

Under the MAIS-based sensitivity analysis of four parame-823

ters, the combination among the previous three hypotheses and824

the fourth hypothesis (withholding capacity of generators) pro-825

duces the best estimation accuracy (91.15%). This implies that826

the price increase and fluctuation of electricity during the crisis827

can be explained by the withholding capacity of generators at the828

level of 0.96% (=91.15% − 90.19%). The fourth hypothesis is829

confirmed by this sensitivity analysis. The estimation accuracy830

(91.15%) becomes a benchmark score at this stage of sensitivity831

analysis.832

Finally, there is no increase in estimation accuracy under the833

five market fundamentals. This implies that a capacity limit on834

transmission lines do not explain the price increase and fluctu-835

ation of electricity during the crisis.836

Finding 3: The California electricity crisis was initiated by an837

increase in the marginal cost of oil/natural gas. The cost increase838

occurred along with an increase in real demand of electricity.839

Under such a business circumstance, all traders became greedy840

for more profit. The three market fundamentals explain the price841

fluctuation of electricity during the crisis period at the level of842

90.19% estimation accuracy. Besides the three market funda-843

mentals, the withholding of large generators had an additional844

impact (at the level of 1%) to the price hike during the electricity845

crisis. The estimation accuracy increased to 91.15% under the846

four combinations. A capacity limit on transmission lines (or an847

occurrence of congestion) did not have any major influence on848

the price hike.849

These results indicate that 40.46% [=(83.96% −850

73.06%)/(100%− 73.06%)] of the price increase during the Cal-851

ifornia electricity crisis was due to an increase in marginal pro-852

duction cost, 17.85% [=(88.77%− 83.96%)/(100%− 73.06%)]853

to traders’ greediness, 5.27% [=(90.19% − 88.77%)/(100% 854

− 73.06%)] to a real demand change and 3.56% [=(91.15% 855

− 90.19%)/(100% − 73.06%)] to market power (withholding 856

electricity). The remaining 32.86% came from other unknown 857

market components and an estimation error. Consequently, the 858

price hike during the crisis has occurred due to an increase in 859

fuel prices and real demand at the level of 45.73% (40.46% + 860

5.27%). The responsibility of energy firms was 21.41% (17.85% 861

+ 3.56%) that was less than that of the increase of fuel price 862

and real demand (45.73%). 863

3) Comparison With Joskow and Kahn [4]: This study com- 864

pares the results obtained from the MAIS-based sensitivity anal- 865

ysis with the results reported in [4]. Their study is very well 866

known among researchers and individuals who are related to 867

the energy industry. 868

First, their study mentioned in [4, p. 8] that a capacity limit 869

on transmission lines did not influence the price hike during the 870

California electricity crisis. The proposed MAIS-based sensi- 871

tivity analysis confirms the validity of their previous finding. 872

Second, they have concluded in [4, p. 29] that “the high 873

prices experienced in the summer of 2000 reflect the withhold- 874

ing of suppliers from the market by suppliers (generators or 875

marketers).” They have added in [4, p. 29] that “observed prices 876

in California in summer 2000 were greater than benchmark com- 877

petitive price level. Their differences are not fully explained by 878

higher loads, reduced levels of imports, high gas prices, or by 879

high prices for NOx (nitrous oxide) emissions.” 880

In contrast, the proposed sensitivity analysis indicates an op- 881

posite priority among those market fundamentals. That is, the 882

California electricity crisis was initiated by an increase in the 883

marginal cost of oil/natural gas. Such an increase occurred along 884

with increased real demand of electricity. Under such a business 885

circumstance, all traders became greedy for more profit. The 886

difference between observed prices and MAIS estimates are 887

explained at the level of 90.19% estimation accuracy. So, the 888

three market fundamentals were main reasons of the price hike 889

in California. As a greedy strategy of influential (usually large) 890

generators, the withholding of generators had an additional im- 891

pact (at the level of 1%, so being total 91.15% estimation accu- 892

racy) to the price hike. Thus, the empirical findings identified by 893

the proposed MAIS-sensitivity analysis are different from their 894

findings of [4] in which the withholding of generators (as a mar- 895

ket power) was attributed to the price hike during the California 896

electricity crisis. 897

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS 898

MAIS was applied to examine why a price hike occurred in 899

the California electricity crisis. In this study, the performance 900

of MAIS was compared with other well-known methods (i.e., 901

NNs and GAs), using a real data set on power trading related 902

to the California electricity crisis. The methodological com- 903

parison confirmed that MAIS performed as well as the other 904

well-known approaches in predicting the price fluctuation of 905

wholesale electricity. 906

After examining the estimation accuracy, the MAIS-based 907

sensitivity analysis was applied to examine why a price hike 908
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occurred during the California electricity crisis. The sensitivity909

analysis identified that the electricity crisis was initiated by910

an increase in the marginal cost of oil/natural gas. The cost911

increase occurred along with increased demand of electricity.912

Under such a business circumstance, all traders became greedy913

for more profit. The three market fundamentals explained the914

price fluctuation of electricity during the crisis period at the915

level of 90.19% estimation accuracy. Besides the three market916

fundamentals, the capacity withholding of large generators had917

an additional impact to the price hike during the electricity crisis.918

The four market fundamentals explained 91.15% of the price919

fluctuation during the crisis. A capacity limit on transmission920

lines (or an occurrence of congestion) did not have any major921

influence on the price hike.922

As future extensions, we have the following two research923

agendas. First, this study compared the numerical results ob-924

tained from the MAIS-sensitivity analysis with the empirical925

ones of Joskow and Kahn [4]. We acknowledge the existence926

of other research efforts such as Borenstein et al. [25] and927

Wolak [26] in addition to [4]. The study [4] is a descriptive928

approach and is very well known among researchers and indi-929

viduals who are involved in electricity and energy policy. The930

research [4] is important because it provides this study with a931

conceptual framework regarding the California electricity crisis.932

We respect their study and understand their contribution on the933

policy issue. Therefore, this study started with the comparison934

between results obtained from our study and [4]. Meanwhile,935

both [25] and [26] describe analytical approaches to investigate936

the crisis. The comparison between this study and [25] and [26]937

needs a major restructuring of the proposed MAIS. We know938

that this study needs to compare our numerical results with theirs939

in order to make a final conclusion on the electricity crisis. The940

comparison between this study and [25] and [26] will be an941

important future research extension of this study.942

Second, the proposed MAIS-based sensitivity analysis is a943

completely new approach. Previous research on agent-based944

approach has never explored the MAIS-based sensitivity anal-945

ysis. Hence, the proposed sensitivity analysis may not be a946

perfectly established methodology. For example, this study uses947

the average of estimation accuracy as our evaluation criterion.948

Is there any other criterion for this type of sensitivity analysis?949

To answer the question, we need to explore further the method-950

ological validity and applicability of the MAIS-based sensitivity951

analysis. That is an important future research task.952

Finally, we hope that this study makes a contribution in ma-953

chine learning and cybernetics as well as the estimation of a954

dynamic price fluctuation of wholesale electricity. We look for-955

ward to seeing future research extensions, as indicated in this956

study.957
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